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Abstract
A computational study of the unsteady flow in a 2-D stator blade row interacting with
upstream rotor wakes has been carried out. A direct spectral-element Navier-Stokes solver
has been used for the laminar flow regime (Re<10,000). Turbulent calculations (Re>10 6)
are based on the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model. The rotor wakes are represented by
velocity distortions moving along the inlet boundary of the computational domain.
After interception, the rotor wake migrates towards the pressure surface of the stator blades
where it forms a pair of counter-rotating vortices. A moving series of such vortex pairs is
the dominant form of unsteady flow over the pressure surface. The unsteady flow over the
suction surface is characterized by a street of co-rotating vortices, produced in the leading
edge region. These vortices consist of boundary layer fluid distorted and detached by the
passing wakes. Downstream of the leading edge, each of these vortices induces an associated,
opposite-sign vortex. The blade loading fluctuations arising from wake interaction, are of
two kinds. First, a strong pressure pulse occurs on the leading edge upon wake interception.
This pulse is a potential flow effect associated with the excess tangential velocity in the wake.
Second, a moving pattern of pressure fluctuations, associated with the vortices, is present
over the blade surface. The pressure fluctuations are negative on the suction surface, and
positive on the pressure surface. The unsteady flow features over the suction surface can be
adequately represented by linearized perturbation calculations, where the disturbance flow
associated with the wakes is linearized about a steady viscous flow.
Three parameters influence the unsteady flow over the suction surface--stator blade loading,
excess wake momentum in the stator frame, and wake reduced frequency. The strength of
the disturbance flow vortices is directly proportional to the wake momentum and decreases
at higher reduced frequencies. An adverse pressure gradient results in stronger vortices and
pressure fluctuations. On the pressure surface, the amount of unsteady flow depends on the
excess wake momentum only.
Strategies for controlling the unsteady flow are simulated using appropriate blade surface
boundary conditions. Fluid removal from the suction surface prevents formation of vortices
and reduces the associated loading disturbances. Fluid injection from the pressure surface
reduces the pressure fluctuations there.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and
Review of Previous Work
1.1. Background
Turbomachinery flowfields are characterized by the presence of circumferential non-
uniformities due to the individual blades in each blade row. These non-uniformities interact
periodically with the blades on adjacent blade rows in relative motion, resulting in the pro-
duction of unsteady flow. The unsteady flow leads to significant fluctuations of the blade
loading; it also influences heat transfer, separation and boundary layer characteristics. For
this reason, the interaction between blade rows in relative motion is often associated with
undesirable effects such as noise and vibration; and may affect the reliability and the perfor-
mance of the machine. In comparison to other sources of unsteady flow in turbomachinery,
such as flutter, vortex shedding, turbulence and rotating stall; blade row interaction is often
the dominant disturbing influence.
There are four different types of unsteady flow associated with blade row interaction,
depending on the nature of the circumferential non-uniformities encountered by the blades :
* Interaction with moving static pressure field non-uniformities.
* Interaction with moving vortices from the upstream blade rows (e.g. tip vortices).
* Interaction with moving wakes shed from the upstream blade rows.
* Interaction with moving shock waves from the upstream blade rows.
The influence of the static pressure field around one blade row upon the flow around
the other blade rows in relative motion, is generally known as potential interaction. As the
static pressure field is strongest at the blade leading edge, the effects of potential interaction
are consequently stronger on those blade rows upstream of the blade row under considera-
tion. The potential effects decay exponentially with increased distance. Therefore, they are
localized to the trailing edge region of the blades; and are of consequence only for closely
spaced blade rows. In contrast, the vortices and wakes shed by a given blade row persist for
considerable distance; they can be often detected several stages downstream.
This thesis presents an investigation of the periodic wake/blade row interaction. The
investigation centers on (1) determining how wake interaction results in unsteady flow; and
(2) establishing a cause-and-effect relationship between the unsteady flow features and the
observed loading fluctuations. These questions are still largely unresolved. In this respect,
the present work constitutes an original contribution to the study of unsteady flow in turbo-
machinery.
This work is motivated by the need for control strategies to reduce the undesirable un-
steady effects in turbomachinery. Potential benefits arising from application of these strate-
gies, range from noise reduction to reliability and performance improvements. Therefore,
the work focuses on understanding the unsteady flow resulting from wake interaction, rather
than on providing quantitative description of the flow for a particular turbomachine design.
For this reason, a single-stage blade row configuration, representative of a pump/compressor
midspan section, is being used. In this configuration, wake interaction takes place between
the stator blade row and the moving wakes from the upstream rotor. The results can be
extended to the case of a pump/compressor rotor interacting with wakes from an upstream
IGV or stator blade row, by a transformation of the velocity fields into the rotor rotating
frame. In a turbine environment however, the wakes are directed against the suction surface
of the blades. This must be taken into account if the results are extended to the case of
turbine rotor/stator or stator/rotor interaction.
A two-dimensional model of the wake interaction, shown in Figure 1.1, is used in the
investigation. In practice, wake interaction takes place in a three-dimensional environment,
owing to the presence of secondary radial flow and passage vortices. The 2-D model was
however selected, because it can address the above unresolved issues without additional
complications and at lesser cost. Furthermore, the 2-D configuration provides guidelines
for a future three-dimensional wake interaction study, which will also include the unsteady
effects of the upstream vortices. Finally, the 2-D results demonstrate the potential of the
spectral-element method.
Most turbomachines (e.g. core jet engines, power generators, pumps and ship propellers)
operate in the subsonic/incompressible range. For this reason, an incompressible flow as-
sumption is used throughout the whole study. Incompressible analysis can adequately repre-
sent the unsteady flow phenomena in situations not involving shocks and supersonic regions.
1.2. Literature Review
In the last twenty years, considerable effort has been devoted to the study of wake
interaction in turbomachinery, using both experimental and theoretical/computational ap-
proaches. One of the first theoretical models of wake interaction, is the wake chopping and
rectification hypothesis by Kerrebrock and Mikolajczak [27]. This hypothesis postulates that
the upstream wakes do not mix with the rest of the flow but instead migrate towards the
pressure surface of the downstream blades under the effect of their higher momentum (This
is for a compressor environment; in a turbine, the wakes would migrate towards the suc-
tion surface for the same reason). The inert-gas wake tracing experiments of Kumar and
Kerrebrock [30] support this hypothesis.
The experimental work by Adachi et al. [1], was one of the first to provide detailed data on
the unsteady pressure distributions and blade forces due to wake interaction. The authors
instrumented the stator blade row in an axial flow blower. Their results show significant
fluctuations of the stator blade force as the rotor wake is intercepted. As the center of the
wake moves over the blade surface, a significant pressure peak occurs. The sign of this peak is
negative on the suction surface and positive on the pressure surface. In addition, the authors
were able to assess the relative importance of potential vs. wake-driven unsteady effects for
various design configurations. It was found that the importance of wake interaction increases
with the blade loading, flow capacity and number of blades.
Further experimental work to characterize the pressure and force fluctuations, has been
carried out by several authors, including Arndt et al. [2], Dring et al. [14], Capece and
Fleeter [7,8], Gallus [17], and Mankbadi [31]. The results from these experiments confirm
the importance of the unsteady effects due to the interaction between rotating and stationary
blade rows in modern turbomachinery.
The flowfield circumferential non-uniformities, due to the wakes and their interaction
and transport through the downstream blade rows, have also received considerable attention
by several authors. Among these, Binder et al. [5], Stauter, Dring and Carta [43], and Zierke
and Okiishi [50] have obtained data on the circumferential fluctuations of the flow velocity,
dynamic pressure and turbulence levels at the exit and between adjacent blade rows. This
data shows evidence of strong interaction between fixed and stationary blade rows, and may
be used to gain some insight on the wake transport through the blade row.
Experiments have also been carried out to study the influence of blade row interaction
on the blade boundary layer in a turbomachine environment. The results from these studies
demonstrate the presence of forced boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow,
under the effect of the passing wakes (see for instance Pfeil et al. [36]). Based of experimental
data, Hodson [23] has developed a model of the wake-driven boundary layer transition.
Recently, several experimental investigations of three-dimensional unsteady flow asso-
ciated with rotor/stator interaction, have been carried out. Schulz, Gallus and Lakshmi-
narayana [41] have acquired experimental data on the unsteady pressures, blade boundary
layers and wake transport through a stator passage in the presence of an upstream rotor.
Their results indicate that the incidence change caused by the non-uniform velocity across
the wake has a major impact on the unsteady pressure distribution on the blade. Upon
interception of the wake by the blade, a peak in negative pressure on the suction side and a
peak in positive pressure on the pressure side, are observed in the blade leading edge region.
Poensgen and Gallus [37] have found that the unsteady flow due to rotor/stator interaction
has a significant effect on hub corner separation in the stator. Their results also show that
the rotor vortices interact with the stator passage vortices, giving them a periodic motion.
Boletis and Sieverding [6] have shown experimentally that the unsteady flow in the stator
stage is significantly affected by the tip clearance flow of the preceding rotor. Extensive
velocity measurements by Hebert and Tiederman [22] indicate that the stator passage vor-
tices are significantly distorted and weakened, and that large crossflows occur as the rotor
wake passes through the stator blade row. Finally, the results of Joslyn, Dring and Sharma
[26] indicate that the unsteady flow between blade rows in relative motion can be highly
three-dimensional, even in the midspan region.
The first computational investigations of the unsteady flow due to rotor/stator inter-
action, were based on the inviscid compressible method developed by Erdos, Alzner and
McNally [16] in 1977. Calculations of turbine stator-rotor interactions by Hodson [24], using
Erdos' technique, are in agreement with Kerrebrock's model. The computed results show
that the wake fluid collects on the suction surface after being cut by the rotor blade, and forms
two counter-rotating vortices. Hodson calculations were two-dimensional. Several modern
inviscid solvers for unsteady flow have three-dimensional capability. A notable example of
the use of such solvers, are the 3-D Euler calculations by Ni and Sharma [33] of hot streak
transport through a multistage turbine.
During the last decade, advances in computer technology have made possible the simu-
lation of unsteady flow using Navier-Stokes solvers. In general, this work has been focused
on numerical algorithm issues and proof-of-concept demonstrations. However, several re-
searchers have recently applied these advances to the study of unsteady two-dimensional wake
interaction in turbomachinery. In particular, calculations by Rai and Madavan [38], Gundy-
Burlet, Rai, Stauter and Dring [21] and Chen and Chakravarthy [9] agree with the measured
time-averaged pressure distribution. The computed amplitudes of the pressure disturbances
in the leading edge region also agree with the experimental data. Finally, the calculations
are able to reproduce the velocity distribution across the upstream wakes. These calculations
are based on a two-dimensional finite-difference discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations
with a thin layer approximation.
The current state-of-the-art computational work is now concentrated on unsteady three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes solvers. Notable work in this category is the UNSFLO code devel-
oped by Giles [19], which can address inviscid and viscous unsteady flows with quasi-three-
dimensional effects. Taylor and Whitfield [47], Rai [39], and Chen [10] have also extended
their finite-difference thin-layer methods to unsteady three-dimensional viscous flows.
Spectral-element methods have also been used for solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes
equations (Patera [35], Korczak and Patera [28]). Three-dimensional implementation of the
time-splitting spectral-element method has been recently used by Tan [45] in his investigation
of a laminar horseshoe vortex flow. The solvers used in the present study of 2D wake-stator
interaction, are largely based on Tan's code, and Patera and Korczak's methods. Recent
advances in parallel computing make the spectral-element methods particularly promising
for future three-dimensional studies of the vortex-stator interaction.
The objectives of this thesis are :
(1) To investigate the unsteady flow phenomena due to the interaction of two-dimensional
moving rotor wakes with a two-dimensional stator blade row.
(2) To identify the physical mechanisms responsible for the production of unsteady flow.
(3) To identify the parameters that influence the unsteady flow.
(4) To develop flow control strategies for reducing the undesirable unsteady flow effects.
This study of the unsteady flow and its control shall be carried out for laminar as well as for
turbulent (Re > 106) flows.
1.4. Technical Approach
The following three-step approach is adopted in this thesis :
(1) Computation of the unsteady flow induced in the stator passage by the rotor wakes.
(2) Analysis of the computed results to (a) identify the unsteady flow features; and (b)
understand how they are produced.
(3) Use of the results from step (2) to develop flow control strategies.
Since no experimental work accompanies the computational investigation, it is essential to
use reliable computational procedures. Two such procedures are used herein. The first pro-
cedure is based on using a time-accurate incompressible Navier-Stokes solver. This procedure
is equivalent to performing a computational experiment in a virtual 2-D stator blade row.
Depending on the Reynolds number of the flow, one of the following solvers is used :
(1) Direct Navier-Stokes solver, with which the full Navier-Stokes equations are solved.
This solver, developed by Tan [45] is limited to Reynolds numbers of the order of
10,000. Hardware limitations prevent using a computational grid capable of resolving
the small-scale phenomena at higher Reynolds numbers. For this reason, all calculations
based on this solver shall be referred to as laminar calculations.
1.3. Technical Objectives
(2) Turbulent Navier-Stokes solver, in which a modified Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model
is used to represent the effects of the unresolved small-scale phenomena. This solver is
used in calculations where the Reynolds number is of the order of a few millions; these
shall be referred to as turbulent calculations.
The second procedure is based on using an inviscid, linearized perturbation solver. In this
procedure, the unsteady flow due to the rotor wake/stator interaction is represented as a
small inviscid disturbance, superimposed upon the steady viscous flow that would exist in
the stator passage in the absence of rotor wakes. The linearized perturbation solver can be
used to provide insight into the fluid mechanics of the unsteady flow, since the unsteady
effects are decoupled from those associated with the Reynolds number, which are retained in
the steady flow.
A time-splitting spectral-element numerical algorithm is used in the above flow solvers
(Orszag and Kells [34], Patera [35], Korczak and Patera [28], Tan [45]). This algorithm offers
high spatial resolution with minimal numerical dissipation.
According to Richardson [40], two different methods are available to represent the in-
coming rotor wakes. The first method, referred to as patched zonal approach, involves the
computation of the flowfield around both rotor and stator blade rows. Interface interpolation
is then used to connect moving and stationary computational domains.
In the second method, the rotor wakes are represented as prescribed periodic velocity
distortions moving along the inlet boundary of the computational domain (Figure 1.2). This
approach is considerably simpler and more efficient, as there is no need to compute the flow
about the rotor. Since the potential flow influence of the stator blade row on the rotor is not
of interest to this study, the second method has been selected for the investigation.
1.5. Thesis Organization
The present introductory chapter reviews previous investigations of the unsteady flow
in axial turbomachinery; and outlines the technical objectives and approach. The remaining
part of the thesis is divided in seven chapters, organized as follows.
Chapter Two is dedicated to the computational procedures used for simulating the un-
steady flow due to wake-stator interaction. This chapter is divided into four parts. The first
part presents the time-splitting spectral-element Navier-Stokes solver. The second part dis-
cusses the selection and implementation of the Baldwin-Lomax model used in the turbulent
calculations. Some modifications to the model, motivated by the particular flow configura-
tion, are considered. The third part presents the equations and numerical algorithm upon
which the linearized perturbation flow solver is based. The final part of Chapter Two de-
scribes the rotor wake model.
The results from the computational investigation of wake interaction are presented and
discussed in Chapters Three to Five for the case of a baseline rotor/stator configuration. In
Chapter Three, the characteristic vortical and velocity disturbances in the stator passage are
identified and related to the pressure fluctuations for the case of laminar flow. The case of
turbulent flow is examined in Chapter Four, where the unsteady flow features are examined
and compared to those from the laminar calculations. In Chapter Five, the results from the
linearized perturbation calculations are likewise compared to those from the Navier-Stokes
simulations. This comparison is used to identify the key physical mechanisms responsible for
the production of unsteadiness.
In order to generalize the results to other rotor/stator configurations, a parametric study
of the unsteady flow is carried out in Chapter Six. This study is used to identify the key
parameters influencing the production of unsteadiness, and their effects.
Chapter Seven deals with the development of flow control strategies. A fluid removal
strategy that effectively reduces the unsteadiness over the suction surface of the stator blade,
is proposed and validated computationally. A fluid blowing strategy is shown to reduce the
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations on the pressure surface of the stator blade. Finally,
conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in Chapter Eight.
Chapter 2
Computational Methods
This chapter presents the methods used in the computational investigation of the wake/stator
interaction, namely (1) the Navier-Stokes solver; (2) the turbulence model used; (3) the lin-
earized perturbation solver and (4) the wake model used.
2.1. Navier-Stokes Computational Procedure
2.1.1. Governing equations
Assuming incompressible flow, the unsteady flow in the stator passage is governed by the
Navier-Stokes equations :
V.u=O (2.1)
-+u- Vu= -VP+ V (-+•+ )Vu (2.2)
These equations have been made dimensionless as follows :
* Distance is normalized by the projected stator blade chord c,
* Velocity is normalized by the axial velocity Uo, far upstream of the stator
* Pressure is normalized by the dynamic head (pU 2), far upstream of the stator
* Time is measured in units of c,/Uo.
* Eddy viscosity is normalized by cz(pU)o
Non-dimensional variables are used throughout the whole study. The following boundary
conditions are used for the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations :
* Prescribed velocity profile along the inlet boundary of the computational domain. As
shown in Figure 1.2, this represents the moving rotor wake.
* Periodic boundary conditions
u(Xb, y, t) = u(Xa, y + S, t) (2.3)
* Prescribed velocity on the blade surface. As shown in Figure 1.2, this velocity may
be different from zero if flow control strategies involving suction, blowing or small-
amplitude blade motion are being used.
* Simple extrapolation outflow boundary condition, which assume that the flow does not
evolve further in the streamwise direction aft of the outflow boundary.
(zo, y, t) =0 (2.4)
The coefficient vt appearing in the Navier-Stokes equations is a non-dimensional eddy vis-
cosity coefficient. It represents the dissipative effects of the small eddies in turbulent flow.
According to Kolmogoroff's hypothesis, the characteristic size of these eddies scales as Re-S/4
(Sherman [42]). At Reynolds numbers of up to about 10,000 the spectral-element compu-
tational grid can provide adequate resolution of the small-scale flow features. Therefore, no
eddy viscosity will be used in calculations where Re <10,000; these will be referred to as
direct or laminar calculation8 in the following. A turbulence model will be used to estimate
vt in calculations at the practical Reynolds numbers of the order of 106; these will be referred
to as turbulent calculations.
2.1.2. Time discretization
A fractional time-splitting scheme (Orszag and Kells [34]) is used to advance the in-
compressible Navier-Stokes equations forward in time. Starting from an initial flowfield, the
scheme updates the flow variables at each time increment in three fractional steps :
(1) Convective step, which extrapolates the change in velocity from time t to time t + At
due to convective effects only :
in+l _U n _f  U. Vudt (2.5)
.t
(2) Pressure step, which corrects the velocity update from the convective step
-n+l n+ t+At
u =- - Vpn+ldt (2.6)
using a pressure field pf+l such that the updated velocity satisfies continuity.
(3) Viscous step, which corrects the velocity update from the pressure step to take into
account dissipation effects, and which imposes the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
u,,+l t+{& 1
u = +1 +V { ( + v)vuu dt (2.7)
The above fractional time-stepping scheme has an O(At) error. It may become unstable if
the time step is too large for a given grid resolution and Reynolds number. The time step
size used in our calculations ranges between 0.001 and 0.0002.
2.1.3. Spatial discretization of the equations
The spatial discretization of Eqs.(2.5-2.7) is performed as follows. The computational
domain is divided into a number of 8pectral elements as shown in Figure 2.1. Inside each
spectral element, the flow variables are expanded in series of local Lagrangian interpolants :
U) j=N k=N
= k hi,(s)h (1) (2.8)
S yj=o k=o Pik
whecoordinate system ( ) b ans local to each element, related to the physical
coordinate system (X, y) by an isoparametric tensor-product mapping :
j=N k=N
(X,y)= C (z,y)jthi ()hk(ql) (2.9)
j=O k=O
The local interpolants are based on Chebychev polynomials :
m=N2 m= 1 -  0
hn(s) = ,n-o TnTM(sn)Tm(s) (2.10)
The indexed flow variables ujt and Pjk are velocity and pressure values at the collocation
point ()ii in each element. The coordinates of the collocation points in the local coordinate
system are
S = (cos ,cos ) (2.11)
The periodic boundary conditions are implicitly implemented during the discretization pro-
cess. For this purpose, the computational grid is generated so that the nodes on the upper
and lower boundaries have the same abscissas. An unique index ()k is then used for pairs
of matching nodes on the periodic boundaries.
2.1.4. Discretized convective step
A fourth-order, discretized Runge-Kutta scheme is used to implement the convective step
equation (Eq.2.5):
,i+/ = uok, - u)i (2.12a)
fn+l/ 2  n At( n+1/4 (2.12b)jk,i uki - 2 U'- ki
^n+3/4 = u At(* V)n+l/2
Ujk,i = U+ki jk, (2.12c)
=+l n At h^+3
k, 1 = Ujk,i ( (U VU)n + 2(U VU)n+1/ 4 + 2(U" V) n + 1/2 + (U. vu)n+S/4k,
(2.12d)
The discretized velocity derivatives are computed using the V operator matrix; derived in
Appendix A :
(u - Vu)jk = Uk ~ VjkijmUlm (2.13)
Jk I 'n
2.1.5. Discretized pressure step
The velocity update in the pressure correction step is implemented using a backward Euler
time-stepping scheme of Eq.(2.6) :
An+l 
-n+l
U = -Vp n+ l  (2.14)
,n+lWith this formulation, the pressure field required for u to satisfy the continuity equation,
is governed by the following Poisson equation :
V2pn+l 1 V. fn+l (2.15)
At
with the following Von Neuman boundary conditions along all prescribed-velocity boundaries
of the computational domain :
8pn+l n+l .en__ A  (2.16)
4n At
Rather than directly solving the pressure equation, the numerical implementation uses its
discretized weighted residual form. For this purpose, the associated functional :
f 1 fn+1 Pn+1 ian+lI= J f (Vpn+) p+V ( )] dxdy + pl ( ). -en de (2.17)
is minimized with respect to arbitrary variations of the pressure at every collocation point:
SI6f1 -0 (2.18)
As shown in Appendix A, the discretized form of Eq.(2.18) is a large linear equation :
Z' Alnmjk (1)) P = y j Ap, (2.19)
ik
the right-hand side source term of which contains the boundary conditions:
EiAP'k E - qj7 k Iir Brpl Esa qm )Ulm,i
1 mp q
+ 'yr• ri DY, 6qoo, DI "i(pfn+1 . z)10,,
s8 r
iEQo Z E rN,j Dr 6qN Blp (un+1 . z)IN ,i
8ir (2.20)
+ ZCiEQL 1 E rN,,Dr••6qN B (ln+l -en)I,i
sir
+ iEQs YNs,ijDr6NpBrmq( n+ ' en)Nm,i
r m 8
+ ZiEQp z 0 Z o,iD8r6Br, (Un+1 en)m,i
As the coefficients of the pressure matrix Almik depend only on the grid geometry, the matrix
inverse is computed in a separate pre-processing stage via static condensation. This procedure
allows for Eq.(2.19) to be solved directly at each time step. It accelerates considerably the
solution, but has the drawback of requiring large amounts of memory.
2.1.6. Discretized viscous step
The viscous step is discretized in time using an implicit Crank-Nicholson scheme for Eq.(2.7)
[V(DV) - 2 un+1 -V(DVun) - ~n+u (2.21)
where D is the effective kinematic viscosity, defined as :
D = 1/Re + vt (2.22)
Equation (2.24) is solved using the following weighted-residual formulation :
8 n+l ta xy (2.23)>u+i  [-1D(Vun+)' + {V(DVu") + } . " ] dzdy 0 (2.23)
jk,i
The discretized form of the above equation, derived in Appendix A, is :
C'C [Ajicm(D) + UBiim] U+ý A' (2.24)I m
where the right-hand source term is given by :
A = B [ + + Aimjk(D)u•,i (2.25)
In contrast to the pressure step, the prescribed-velocity boundary conditions in the
viscous step are implemented by padding the appropriate rows in the foregoing linear equation
with zeros and ones.
In the case of zero eddy viscosity, the viscous matrix is constant in time. As shown in
Appendix A, it may be then computed as:
Almjk(D) = Almjk () (2.26)
This allows one to determine the matrix inverse in the preprocessing stage, and to solve
Eq.(2.24) directly at each time step. This is the technique used in the laminar flow calcula-
tions. If a turbulence model is used, the viscous matrix must be recomputed at each time step
as shown in Appendix A. In this case, an iterative preconditioned conjugate-gradient method
(Cline [11]) is used to solve Eq.(2.24). This method, while still more efficient than inverting
Almjk at each step, requires an order-of-magnitude more CPU time than an identical-size
laminar calculation. Therefore, whenever possible, laminar calculations will be used to sim-
ulate the unsteady flow in the stator stage.
2.2. Turbulence Model
In order to simulate wake interactions at high Reynolds numbers, an eddy viscosity
turbulence model is implemented in the Navier-Stokes solver. The eddy viscosity represents
the effects of shear stresses arising from velocity fluctuations, the scale of which is too small
to be resolved by the computational grid. Turbulent shear stresses and eddy viscosity are
related by the following tensor equation :
< u'u'j >= utVu + b6i < u'lu'i > (2.27)
which yields the closed-form momentum equation, shown as Eq.(2.2). The use of eddy
viscosity in the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations is justified when the time scales associated
with the small-scale fluctuations are much smaller than the time scales associated with the
unsteady flow. This is the case for the unsteady flow produced by the rotor wakes, where
the characteristic time scale is the wake passing period (- 0.05 to 1.0 non-dimensional time
units). In comparison, the characteristic time scales of the turbulent fluctuations are of the
order of Re- 1/ 2 (Sherman [42], in this case - 10-' non-dimensional time units).
2.2.1. Selection of the turbulence model
A turbulence model is a computational procedure which predicts the local value of the
eddy viscosity coefficient without actually computing the small-scale velocity fluctuations.
Turbulence models are based on experimental data, and introduce uncertainty into the com-
puted flow solution. There is no turbulence model specifically tailored to the unsteady flow
due to wake interaction. For this reason, the following two most commonly used turbulence
models were considered :
* The Baldwin-Lomax algebraic model (Baldwin and Lomax [3]).
* The K-c model (reviewed by Benocci [4]).
The K-c turbulence model is based on a rational representation of the dynamics of the tur-
bulent quantities. However, its computational implementation presents significant numerical
problems. More important, this model is very sensitive to several empirical constants ap-
pearing in the c equation (Benocci [4], Giles [18], Dawes [13]).
On the other hand, the Baldwin-Lomax model is relatively independent from such em-
pirical constants. It is also widely used for boundary-layer, as well as for separated and
shear layer turbulent flows (Baldwin and Lomax [3], Giles [18], Vandromme [48]). On the
basis of these considerations, it was decided to use the Baldwin-Lomax model for turbulent
Navier-Stokes calculations of moving wake interaction.
2.2.2. Baldwin-Lomax model
This section presents the Baldwin-Lomax model in its original formulation, intended for
computing steady turbulent flow about an airfoil. As shown in Figure 2.2, the Baldwin-
Lomax model divides the flowfield into three distinct regions-inner, outer and wake region.
Different formulas are used to estimate the eddy viscosity in each of these regions. To insure
a continuous distribution, the eddy viscosity in the inner and outer regions is computed
according to :
t vt,i n < n (2.28)
Vs, o  n > n.
where the cross-over distance n, is the smallest distance from the blade surface at which
the values from the inner and from the outer formulas are equal. The Prandtl-Van Driest
mixing-length formulation is used in the inner region :
vt,i = 12 W (2.29)
where the mixing-length is calculated according to :
I= kn [- -n+/A+] (2.30)
In terms of non-dimensional quantities, the law-of-the-wall coordinate n+ is given by
au
n+ = n Re- (2.31)
ann=o
The function A+(s) represents the effect of the pressure gradient on the boundary layer:
-1/2
A+(s) = 26 1 + 11.8 Re( )3  (2.32)
n=-0
In the absence of strong pressure gradients, the following approximation may be used
A+ (s) % 26 (2.33)
In the outer region, the following formula is used for computing the eddy viscosity :
vt,o = KlK2FW(s)FK(n) (2.34)
where the FK(n) is the Klebanoff intermittency factor, given by
FK(n)= 1+ 5.5C n (2.35)
and where the wake factor is defined as :
Fw(s) = min Cnm,,U/ Fma z (2.36)
The quantity n,,,a is defined as the locus of the maximum F,,,., of the function :
F(n) = njwj [1 - e-+/A+] (2.37)
at a fixed value of s. The quantity UD represents the difference between the maximum and
minimum total velocity in the profile, also at a fixed value of a :
UD = (lulmaz - IUimin)2  (2.38)
For unseparated flows, the tulmin term is taken to be zero. For separated flows, one must
take into consideration the change of flow direction in the above definition of julmin. It is
to be noted that the product n, ,,F, is equivalent to 6*U, in the Clauser formulation [3].
Therefore, nma,(s) is physically representative of the local boundary layer thickness.
In the free shear flow (or wake) region of Figure 2.2, the eddy viscosity is computed using
only the outer formula (Eqs. 2.34-2.38). In this case the exponential term of Eq.(2.37) is set
to zero, i.e. the quantity nmaz is defined as the locus of the maximum F, 2 of the function :
F(n) = nwl| (2.39)
The constants appearing in the foregoing relations are those used by Baldwin and Lomax [3]
(and derived originally by Cebeci) :
Constant Value
Cw 0.25
CK 0.3
k 0.4
K1 0.0168
K2 1.6
Table 2.1.
Constants appearing in the Baldwin-Lomax model.
These constants have been empirically determined for the case of compressible flow. No
specific values for the case of incompressible flow have been found in the literature. Reference
[48) suggests that the values for compressible flow can be used in the incompressible case.
2.2.3. Modified Baldwin-Lomax model
The foregoing Baldwin-Lomax model cannot be directly used to study the unsteady flow
produced by incoming wakes for two reasons:
(1) The presence of free vortical disturbances over the blade surface biases the calculation
of nmaz and Fma (Figure 2.3). This leads to unrealistic values of the eddy viscosity in
the outer region.
(2) The direct use of Eqs.(2.34-2.39) is impractical for computing the eddy viscosity within
the wake. This is due to the need for continuously monitoring the location of the wakes
centerlines, from which the n coordinates are measured.
To overcome the first difficulty, nma has been re-defined as the smallest distance at which :
dF(n) = 0 (2.40)dn
where F(n) is given by Eq.(2.39). In the absence of wakes, this definition is fully equivalent
to that from the classical model. In the presence of wakes, Eq.(2.40) gives a value of n,,m
which is representative of the physical meaning of this quantity - boundary layer thickness.
Had the original formulation been used in presence of wakes, one would obtain a value of
naz close to the mid-passage line (cf. Figure 2.3).
To overcome the second difficulty, an approximate closed-form version of Eq.(2.34) is
used to estimate the amount of eddy viscosity in the region of flow dominated by the wake
vortical disturbances :
t = eKiK2  1 + 5.5C6 B r6] -1 (2.41)
where r is the largest root of the non-linear equation :
re-r 2 - IwI (2.42)2ABC
and where A, B and C are wake characteristics described in Appendix B. This formula
is derived from Eqs.(2.34-2.38) for the case of a Gaussian velocity distribution across the
incoming wakes. The details on this derivation can be found in Appendix B.
2.3. Linearized Perturbation Computational Procedure
2.3.1. Linearized perturbation equations.
The unsteady flowfield in the stator cascade can be split into two physically distinct parts
u(z, y, t) = T(z, y) + ii(z, y, t) (2.43)
p(z, y, t) = P(X, y) + (zX, y, t) (2.44)
The first part of the unsteady flow, tT(z, y), is a known steady-state flowfield that would exist
in the stator passage in the absence of wakes; it will be referred to as base flow in the following.
This flow can be determined prior to the moving-wake calculations by using reliable Navier-
Stokes solvers. The second part of the unsteady flow, ii(z, y, t), is the fluctuating velocity
field due to the incoming rotor wakes and to their interaction with the stator blade. In the
following, it will be referred to as disturbance flow. The full equations of motion governing
the disturbance flow can be obtained by substituting Eqs.(2.43-2.44) into the Navier-Stokes
equations. This yields a conservation equation
V. i= 0 (2.45)
and a disturbance momentum transport equation :
ai + .i Vi + i VD + u Vi = -V + V + vt)Vi (2.46)
In the linearized perturbation solver, the disturbance flow is linearized about the base flow.
In addition, it is assumed that the disturbance flow is inviscid. With this simplification, the
disturbance flow equation (2.46) becomes :
-t +  " -Vii + fi -VU = -VP (2.47)
This equation will be referred to as linearized perturbation equation. Whereas the outflow
and periodicity boundary conditions applying to this equation are the same as for the Navier-
Stokes equations, the inflow and blade surface boundary conditions are modified as follows.
* Inflow B.C.: The velocity distribution prescribed along the inlet boundary of the com-
putational domain contains only the disturbance from the wake :
ii(z, Y, ,t) = u(Xi,y, t) - U(z,, y) (2.48)
* Surface B.C.: Free-slip boundary conditions are applied to the disturbance flow :
ii(,, y,, t) en - 0 (2.49)
The linearized solver offers several advantages over a full Navier-Stokes simulation. First,
the unsteady flow effects are separated from the viscous effects, which are still retained in
the base flow vortical features (e.g. boundary layer). Second, the solution of the linearized
equations is faster and requires less memory than a corresponding Navier-Stokes simulation.
Moreover, for a given stator design, the base flow needs to be computed only once.
2.3.2. Numerical solution of the linearized equations
A two-step time-splitting scheme, similar to that used in §2.1.2, is employed to solve the
linearized equation. The scheme is advanced in time as follows :
(1) Application of a convective step to advance the flowfield from time t to t + At
-zn+l -n f t+V +t
u =U +<(f . V + ii =.V )dt (2.50)
(2) Application of a corrective pressure step to compute the disturbance pressure from
V2p+ l  1 "n+lVp = V (2.51)
_pn+l 1 an+1B.C.: - tu *en (2.52)
an At
and to enforce the divergence-free condition on the updated flowfield at time t + At
, = u - AtVp+ 1  (2.53)
A spectral-element discretization of the flowfield variables, identical to that used for the
Navier-Stokes equations in §2.1.3, is employed to solve the time-split linearized equations.
The discretized formulation of the convective step is based on Runge-Kutta integration
(Eq.2.12). The discretized formulation of the pressure step is identical to that in §2.1.5.
2.3.3. Artificial viscosity stabilization scheme.
The foregoing time-splitting formulation of the linearized equations is unconditionally
unstable. An artificial viscosity step can be added to stabilize the linearized solver. This
step modifies the solution from the disturbance pressure step as follows :
[V2 ] _ 2 n+l 1 V2 -n _1  (2.54)R Yt Ra At
In order to preserve a free-slip interface between the blade surface and the disturbance flow,
the velocity values from the pressure step are used as boundary conditions to this equation. A
spectral-element discretization, identical to that from §2.1.6, is employed to solve Eq.(2.54).
The amount of artificial viscosity used has a net impact on the behavior of the computed
disturbance flow. As shown in Figure 2.4, for values of the artificial viscosity parameter
1/Ra less than some critical value 1/1,,it, the disturbances are amplified. For large values
of 1/Ra, the wake disturbances become too diffusive.
Ideally, the linearized calculations should be carried out using this critical value, which
provides barely enough artificial diffusivity to compensate for the instability. The critical
value is however difficult to estimate. In this work, linearized calculations based on artificial
viscosity use a value of Ra equal to the averaged Reynolds number of the base flow:
S Ddzdy (2.55)
This choice insures that the diffusion acting on the disturbances is approximately equal to
that from the full Navier-Stokes calculations.
2.4. Wake model
2.4.1. Velocity profile in the rotating frame
As stated in §1.4., a moving inlet velocity distortion will be used to simulate the incoming
wakes produced by the upstream rotor. The rotor wake will be first represented in the rotor
rotating frame shown in Figure 2.5. In this frame, a Gaussian velocity profile may be assumed
for the velocity distribution across the wake :
W = 1 - AeBy." (2.56)
W
In this equation, the quantity A is the velocity defect in the wake at the streamwise location
of the inlet boundary of the computational domain. The quantity B is representative of the
wake thickness, defined as the distance between locations with velocity equal to 99% of the
free-stream value.
46= In 100A (2.57)
The velocity defect and wake thickness are related to the characteristics of the rotor blade
by the following equations, based on a model adopted by Kerrebrock and Mikolajczak [27].
A 42 (2.58)
2zr/cr + 0.6
cr 2CD(zr +0.15cr) (2.59)
2 Cr
According to Gostellow [20], the velocity profile in the far wake of a turbomachinery blade
is indeed of the Gaussian type. The velocity profile in the near wake (Zr/cr <_ 0.3) is not
Gaussian-it rather approximates the suction and pressure surface boundary layers velocity
distribution. The present investigation uses a Gaussian distribution everywhere in the wake,
assuming that the effects of variations in the velocity profile are of considerably smaller scale
than the characteristic size of the unsteadiness.
2.4.2. Velocity profile in the stationary frame
Since all flow calculations take place in the stator frame, it is necessary to transform the
above velocity distribution before using it in the inlet boundary conditions. The velocity of
a fluid element in the fixed stator frame, u, is related to the velocity of the same element in
the rotating frame, w, by the following transformation :
u = w + V (2.60)
where V is the relative velocity between the two frames, equal to the tangential velocity
of the rotor blade V times ey. From Eq.(2.56), the velocity profile across the wake in the
non-rotating frame is found to be :
=(I) } {1 - Ae-B. (2.61)V(yw) (1 - Ae-BY2) tan 0 + Ae-ByIV
where the yw coordinate is still measured from the center of the moving disturbance. A
typical instantaneous velocity distribution across the wake, as seen in the fixed stator frame,
is shown in Figure 2.6. Note that, in the fixed frame, the wake has excess tangential velocity
in the direction of rotation of the rotor. The mechanism for production of excess velocity is
illustrated by the velocity triangles in Figure 2.7.
To simulate the motion of a series of the above velocity disturbances along the inlet
boundary, the velocity at any time and at any point of the inlet boundary is computed from
U(Y t) 1 - Af (y, t)Vy E [0, S] (2.62)
v(y,t) (1 - Af(y, t))tan0 + Af(y,,t)VS (2.62)
where f (y, t) is a moving pair of overlapped Gaussian disturbances
f(y,t) = exp [-B'(2( S Vt,P)] +exp [-B (1 - e( S tP))] (2.63)
with spatial period determined by the stator-to-rotor blade ratio
P = No (2.64)Nr
In Eq.(2.63), the tangential velocity of the disturbances is assumed equal to the tangential
velocity of the rotor blade. The function e(y, P), used to simulate spatial periodicity, is
defined as follows :
(2.65)y1P - E( / /P) y> 0(e E(yIP) - yl   < 
The computational methods presented in this chapter will be used next to simulate the
unsteady flow in a stator blade row subjected to the moving wake disturbances.
2.4.3. Dynamic periodicity simulation
Chapter 3
Unsteady Laminar Flow
Calculations
3.1. Computational set-up
The two-dimensional rotor-stator configuration used in the present computational investiga-
tion is shown in Figure 3.1. It is representative of the midspan geometry of an axial pump
designed following the procedures in Reference (44]. The detail of the design calculations can
be found in Appendix C. Tables 1 and 2 below summarize the non-dimensional values of the
principal design parameters of the stator and rotor blade rows
Table 3.1.
Principal parameters of the 2-D stator blade row.
Design parameter Value
Stator blade stagger angle 12 degrees
Stator spacing-blade chord ratio 0.4
Inlet flow turning angle 25 degrees
Blade section Eppler 4% thick
Design Reynolds number 1,000,000
Rotor-Stator blade ratio 1:1
Rotor-Stator gap 0.2
Design parameter Value
Rotor blade stagger angle 60 degrees
Rotor spacing-blade chord ratio 0.4
Flow turning angle 6.6 degrees
Blade section NACA 2304
Design Reynolds number 2,500,000
Rotor blade tangential velocity 2.0
Rotor wake thickness 0.10
Rotor wake velocity defect 0.75
Table 3.2.
Principal parameters of the 2-D rotor blade row.
The choice of a low spacing-blade chord ratio, which is about 2-3 times smaller than that
of an ordinary axial pump (Stepanoff [44]), is motivated by computational and data storage
considerations. This has no qualitative impact on the results, since the wake thickness is
an order of magnitude smaller than the blade spacing. This assertion has been verified by
previous calculations with spacing ratios of 0.75 and 1.00.
The choice of an 1:1 rotor-stator blade ratio allows one to limit the computational domain
to a single blade passage, and has been also determined by computational and data storage
considerations. Such an integer blade ratio is not representative of actual turbomachinery,
where non-congruent blade ratios are used in order to prevent the interaction between blades
in adjacent rows from taking place simultaneously. These non-congruent blade ratios result
in an unsteady potential flow pattern rotating circumferentially (Cumpsty [12]).
This phenomenon cannot be observed with the present 1:1 ratio. This limitation is
fully compatible with the objectives of the study, which concentrates on understanding wake
interaction at the blade level. The characteristic size of the unsteady phenomena arising
from blade/wake interaction is considerably smaller than the stator circumference; therefore
the nature of these phenomena will not be affected by the rotating potential flow pattern.
All the results presented in this chapter are from direct Navier-Stokes calculations with-
out turbulence model, and at an off-design Reynolds number of 10,000. The spectral-element
discretization of the computational domain for these calculations is shown in Figure 3.2. The
purpose of these laminar calculations is to illustrate the dynamics of the unsteady flow pro-
duced by the rotor wakes, without introducing the uncertainty associated with turbulence
modeling.
In order to avoid extensive laminar separation, an Eppler blade section [15] is used for
the stator blade row. The undisturbed flowfield in the stator passage, shown in Figure 3.3,
reveals the presence of separated flow in the trailing edge region of the blades. The velocity
contours in Figure 3.4 indicate that the boundary layer over the suction surface is fairly thick.
As a result, vorticity is present at relatively large distances away from the blade surface. The
thickness of the vortical boundary layer may be appreciated in Figure 3.5.
Even in the absence of moving wakes, the flow about the stator blade is unsteady due
to the shedding of vortices from the trailing edge. These vortices may be seen in Figures 3.3
and 3.5. The unsteady effects of vortex shedding are however small, compared to the average
loading and to the wake-induced unsteady effects that will be subsequently discussed. This
is shown in Figure 3.6, where the amplitude of the loading fluctuations due to shedding is
only a few percents of the average loading.
3.3. Unsteady flow over the suction surface of the stator blade
To visualize the unsteady effects due to the interaction of rotor wakes with the stator,
it is useful to subtract the steady flow that would exist in absence of rotor wakes, from the
calculated unsteady flow. The resultant flow shall be referred to as unsteady disturbance
flow. Shown in Figure 3.7j is a disturbance flowfield at a time instant when a rotor wake is
approaching the stator blade leading edge. The incoming wake appears as a high-momentum
stream directed towards the pressure surface of the stator blade.
As shown in Figure 3.7a, a distinct vortical region is produced on each side of the leading
edge upon interception of the wake. These vortical regions are lifted away from the blade
surface as they move downstream (Figures 3.7c to 3.7e). We shall refer to these vortical
regions as B-regions (over the suction surface) or BP-regions (over the pressure surface).
Further downstream along the suction surface, the B-region can be seen to evolve into
one vortex, which shall be referred to as B-vortex (Figures 3.7g to 3.7j). As new incoming
wakes interact periodically with the leading edge, the unsteady flow over the suction surface
of the stator blade is characterized by a row of B-vortices produced near the leading edge
and discharged above the stator blade trailing edge. This is illustrated on Figures 3.8a-j.
3.2. Flowfield in absence of moving wakes
Figures 3.8a-j indicate that, at a given time, the number of B-vortices over the suction
surface is larger than the number of wakes. This can be explained by considering that the
production and the evolution of the B-region takes place in, or at the edge of the boundary
layer, where the convection velocity is smaller than the free-stream velocity. The effect of
velocity difference can be appreciated by sequentially examining the disturbance vorticity
contours on Figures 3.7a to 3.7i. In Figure 3.7a, the B-region is at the same location as
the wake centerline, whereas in Figure 3.7i, a substantial lag can be seen between these two
vortical structures.
Examination of the disturbance vorticity contours in Figures 3.8a-i, shows that the
boundary layer under the row of B-vortices is characterized by a series of flat vortical distur-
bances of alternating sign; further referred to as Pl-region8 (positive sign) and Nl-regions
(negative sign). The total number of P1 and N1 regions is twice that of the B-vortices. Each
P1-region lies on the blade surface directly beneath a B-vortex; whereas each Nl-region
appears to be located between two successive B-vortices.
The presence of P1 and N1 regions in the unsteady flow solution can be explained by
the low static pressure field induced by each B-vortex. For this purpose, it is convenient to
define a wall-normal flux of vorticity:
1
en Jo en - (Vw) (3.1)Re
Hornung [25] has derived the following equation governing the flux of vorticity
en Jo = -en x - + Vp (3.2)
In the present case, the thickness of a vortical disturbance is an order of magnitude smaller
than its longitudinal size. Neglecting the effects of variations in the n-direction as well as the
convective and inertia effects, Equation (3.2) may be transformed into an ordinary differential
equation :
J dp at n=O. (3.3)
From the foregoing equations, it follows that the wall-normal flux of vorticity is positive in
regions of decreasing static pressure, and negative in regions of increasing static pressure. As
shown in Figure 3.9, this will result in wall-normal positive flux upstream of a B-vortex, and
wall-normal negative flux downstream of it. Integration of Eq.(3.3) yields positive and nega-
tive vorticity disturbances on the blade surface, the amplitude of which is in agreement with
the Navier-Stokes calculations. The location of the predicted positive/negative disturbances
is also coincident with that from the numerical calculations.
As shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, each P1-region is characterized by disturbance velocity
directed against the flow in the boundary layer. In contrast, each Nl-region exhibits a
disturbance velocity in the flow direction. Consequently, the disturbance flowfield near the
blade surface is characterized by interleaved regions of alternating-sign velocity, which move
downstream with the row of B-vortices. This results in a moving up-and-down pattern of
the shear stress distribution on the surface, shown in Figure 3.12a.
A small positive P-vortez, moving in the downstream direction nearby the blade surface,
can be also seen in Figure 3.10. This vortex contains vorticity from the P1-region, which
is distorted and lifted off from the surface by the velocity field of the B-vortex. In the
present case, the P-vortex is small and has no noticeable effect on the blade loading. In
other circumstances, examined in Chapter Six, larger B-vortices may result in significant
amount of P1-type vorticity being produced and detached from the surface. This leads to
strong P-vortices, forming a paired vortex street with the B-vortices.
The row of B-vortices, and the associated boundary layer P/N-type vortical disturbances,
appear to be the dominant form of unsteady flow produced by the rotor wake over the suction
surface of the stator blade. The computed results indicate that the fluid in the incoming
wake is not part of the unsteady flow features over the suction surface.
Formation of vortices at the leading edge of a stator cascade subjected to incoming
wakes has been experimentally observed by Taylor [461, but no details are provided by the
author. An indirect evidence supporting the formation of B-vortices has been found in
Wilder's extensive LDV measurements of the flowfield around a 2-D airfoil interacting with
a discrete 2-D vortex at a Reynolds number of 20,000 [49]. According to the data, the large
local angle of attack induced by the incoming vortex results in the production of a separated
vortical region at the L.E., which subsequently moves downstream along the airfoil surface.
This region is very similar to the B-vortex observed herein, where the interception of the
incoming wake creates a similar large angle of attack at the leading edge.
3.4. Intra-stator wake transport and unsteady flow over the
pressure surface of the stator blade
The unsteady flow near the pressure surface of the stator blade appears to be different
in nature from the unsteady flow over the suction surface. Examination of the disturbance
flowfield indicates that the unsteady flow near the pressure surface is the result of :
(1) Migration of the rotor wake fluid from the middle of the stator passage towards the
pressure surface.
(2) Evolution of the rotor wake into vortices of alternating sign. These vortices will be
referred to as W+ vortices (CCW sense of rotation) and W- vortices (CW sense of
rotation).
This process is shown in Figures 3.8a to 3.8j. As a result, the unsteady flow over the pressure
surface is dominated by a series of counter-rotating W-vortices grouped together. Each vortex
group corresponds to a rotor wake at a distinct stage of its evolution. The unsteady effects
associated with the BP-vortical region produced at the leading edge upon wake interception,
appears to be considerably smaller than those associated with its counterpart B-vortex on
the suction surface. Likewise, they appear negligible when compared to those associated with
the wake vortices.
The computed results indicate that the wake does not penetrate the pressure surface
boundary layer. For this reason, the distance between the surface and the wake vortices
appears to scale as the local boundary layer thickness. Thin P1 and N1-type boundary layer
vortical disturbances can be observed on the pressure surface. These disturbances are similar
to those observed on the suction surface, and can be explained by the pressure field of the
wake vortices (cf.§3.3).
The migration of the rotor wake towards the pressure surface of the stator blade can
be explained by the excess of tangential velocity in the wake (Kerrebock and Mikolajczak
hypothesis [27]). Supporting evidence for the wake migration can be found in several exper-
imental and computational studies, discussed in Section 1.2.
3.5. Pressure field disturbances
The unsteady flowfield features discussed above produce a characteristic pattern of static
pressure disturbances on the stator blade surface. This pattern, illustrated in Figures 3.13a-b,
consists of :
(1) An intense, short-duration high-pressure pulse on the pressure side of the stator blade
leading edge; produced upon wake interception.
(2) An intense, short-duration low-pressure pulse on the suction side of the stator blade
leading edge; produced upon wake interception.
(3) A sequence of low-pressure peaks (depressions) moving downstream along the suction
surface of the blade. The chordwise location of each depression is identifiable with that
of a B-vortex. This may be appreciated by correlating Figure 3.13a to Figure 3.8a; and
Figure 3.13b to Figure 3.8e.
(4) A sequence of pressure disturbances moving downstream along the pressure surface of
the blade. The chordwise location of each disturbance is identifiable with that of a
group of wake vortices. This may be appreciated by correlating Figure 3.13a to Figure
3.8a; and Figure 3.13b to Figure 3.8e.
The leading edge high-pressure pulse, shown in Figure 3.14a, is associated with the higher
total pressure fluid in the rotor wake. The peak value of this pulse can be predicted by the
following formula :
pma• Cos 0 + 2A(1 - A)V tan + AV (3.4)
which is derived from Bernoulli's equation in Appendix D. With the wake characteristics
used, this formula gives a peak pressure coefficient Cp+,, of 2.5. This value is in good
agreement with the Navier-Stokes calculations in Figure 3.14a. A more important result
from Eq.(3.4) is that the magnitude of the L.E. pressure pulse increases as the square of the
wake strength and the rotor speed.
The amplitude of the leading edge low-pressure pulse, shown in Figure 3.14b, could not
be directly computed from Bernoulli's equation. This pulse appears to be associated with
the increase of local angle of attack when the wake is intercepted, as shown by the correlation
between Figures 3.15a and 3.15b. The duration and rise time of the leading edge pressure
pulses correlate with the wake width and velocity profile.
Each low-pressure disturbance observed on the suction surface is a reflection of the low
static pressure region in the core of a nearby B-vortex. This is shown by Figures 3.16a and
3.16b, where one can see a close correlation between disturbance velocity and static pressure
contours. Over most of the blade surface, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the low pressure
disturbances can be roughly approximated by the following formula, derived in Appendix D
(aCP)- = 2 2 (3.5)-24-2 \ ab
In this equation, IB is the total circulation of the B-vortex responsible for the pressure dis-
turbance and ab is the half-width of the vortex, in non-dimensional units. Over the midchord
section of the stator blade, the circulation and half-width of the B-vortices have a relatively
constant value of 0.05 and 0.04 respectively. In this case, Equation (3.5) predicts a depres-
sion of 0.65. This value is in surprisingly good agreement with the Navier-Stokes simulation
((ACp)-=0.44), considering the number of simplifications used to derive the formula. A more
important results from Eq.(3.5) is that the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations on the suc-
tion surface varies as the strength of the B-vortices squared. Therefore, small changes in the
strength of the B-vortices may have significant effect on the amount of loading fluctuations.
Each pressure disturbance observed on the pressure surface consists of low-pressure re-
gions associated with the cores of the two wake vortices, interleaved with a high pressure
region where the disturbance flow is directed against the blade surface and results in a
stagnation-point flow. This may be appreciated by correlating the pressure contours in Fig-
ure 3.17a to the disturbance velocity field in Figure 3.17b.
Over the forward part of the stator blade, the pressure in this stagnation region is
directly related to the wake momentum. Further downstream, the stagnation-point flow is
mainly induced by the system of counterrotating vortices into which the wake has evolved.
In this case, the peak amplitude of the high-pressure disturbance may be represented by the
following equation, derived in Appendix D :
(AC,)+ (brd ) (3.6)
where b, is a geometry factor, d. is the distance between the wake vortices and the pressure
surface, and Fw is the circulation of each wake vortex. Assuming that most of the wake fluid
is contained in the pair of W-vortices adjacent to the surface, rw is directly proportional to
the wake velocity defect, wake thickness and rotor velocity. Therefore, the amplitude of the
high-pressure disturbances will be sensitive to small changes in the wake strength and/or the
distance between surface and wake vortices. It is to be noted that this distance appears to
scale as the local boundary layer thickness.
The presence of a positive pressure fluctuation on the pressure surface, and of a negative
pressure fluctuation on the suction surface as the center of the wake moves past a given
point on the stator blade, has been experimentally observed by Adachi [1]. The presence of
an intense positive pressure peak on the pressure side, and of an intense negative pressure
peak on the suction side of the leading edge has been reported in several experimental
investigations, including Adachi [1], Arndt [2], Gallus [17], and Schulz et al. [41].
3.6. Flow fluctuations RMS
Table 3.3.
Locations for evaluating the RMS distributions.
The RMS distribution of the static pressure on the blade surface is shown in Figure 3.18.
The large RMS values in the leading edge region are the result of the intense local pressure
peaks, occurring upon wake interception.
An interesting feature of the pressure fluctuations is the presence of "peaks" and "troughs"
in the RMS distribution over most of the blade. This non-uniform RMS distribution can be
explained by splitting the unsteady static pressure coefficient into two parts :
2xt 2xt NB rs
C(s, t) = A(s)sin( 2) + sin( + "U- (3.7)
I II
where the first term represents the instantaneous loading resulting from the wake impinging
on the leading edge; and the second term represents a moving-wave-like disturbance due to
the B-vortices (suction side) or wake vortices (pressure side). It can be readily shown that
the RMS distribution for functions of the above form is similar to that shown in Figure 3.18;
and that the number of peaks in the RMS distribution is equal to the number of B-vortices
(suction side) or to the number of wakes (pressure side) within the stator passage.
Location Variable Purpose
Suction surface Static Pressure Assess unsteady loading
Pressure surface Static Pressure Assess unsteady loading
Trailing edge plane Vorticity Asses exit non-uniformities
RMS or amplitude-average distributions of the fluctuating flow variables have been used
by a number of authors (e.g. Arndt [2], Chen [9], Mankbadi [311) to visualize the unsteady
effects of wake interaction. In addition, the RMS distribution may be used to locate the
regions of flow with strongest fluctuations, which is of interest for unsteadiness reduction.
The procedure for calculating the RMS distributions can be found in Appendix E,
along with the definitions of other relevant unsteadiness metrics. In the present study, RMS
distributions are evaluated for the flow variables and locations shown in Table 3.3.
The vorticity RMS distribution on the trailing edge plane, shown in Figure 3.19, reveals
(1) The discharge of B-vortices from a distinct location over the suction surface.
(2) The shedding of A-vortices from the trailing edge.
(3) The discharge of wake vortices over a broad interval under the pressure surface.
Global unsteadiness indexes, defined in Appendix E, can be used to compare the unsteadiness
levels in different regions of the flowfield or to compare the levels of unsteadiness from two
different cases. In laminar flow, the pressure fluctuations on the suction surface are more
important than those on the pressure surface. This may be appreciated by examining the
RMS distribution in Figure 3.18; the corresponding unsteadiness indexes are Opss = 0.127
and OpPs = 0.115. The amplitude and the sharpness of all fluctuations increases with the
Reynolds number.
3.7. Effects of the Reynolds number
In typical axial turbomachinery, the Reynolds number is of the order of a few millions
and the flow is turbulent. It is thus necessary to find out whether the results for laminar
flow at a Reynolds number of 10,000 would carry over to turbulent flow situations.
Prior to the implementation of a turbulence model in the Navier-Stokes code, several
moving wake laminar calculations were carried out at off-design Reynolds numbers ranging
from 5,000 to 75,000. Computer memory requirements were the limiting factor for the grid
resolution used in these calculations.
As illustrated in Figure 3.20, the unsteady flow features in the computed results are
similar to those observed in the calculation at a Reynolds number of 10,000. In particular :
* The disturbance flow over the suction surface is dominated by series of counterrotat-
ing B and P vortices. The B-vortices are produced at the leading edge upon wake
interception. The P-vortices are generated by the B-vortices, as discussed in §3.3.
* The disturbance flow over the pressure surface is dominated by the migration of wake
fluid there and its evolution of a system of counterrotating vortices.
* The unsteady blade loading is characterized by moving pressure disturbances associated
with these vortical features.
As the Reynolds number in the laminar calculations is increased, the effects of the dis-
turbances become sharper and stronger (Figure 3.21). This behavior indicates that, with
the present computational resources, the very small scales cannot be adequately resolved
at Reynolds numbers of practical interest. Therefore, a turbulence model is required to
represent the transfer of energy from the large scale disturbances towards the very small
scale eddies of turbulent flow. The computed results presented in the next chapter use a
Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model to study the dynamics of the unsteadiness in a turbulent
flow regime.
Chapter 4
Unsteady Turbulent Flow
Calculations
The computational set-up and spectral-element grid used for the turbulent calculations
in this chapter, are identical to those presented in §3.1. Using the modified Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model, steady-state and moving-wake Navier-Stokes calculations have been car-
ried out at Reynolds numbers of 1,000,000 and 3,000,000. As the computed results at these
two Reynolds numbers are similar, only the results at Re=1,000,000 shall be presented here.
4.1. Flowfield in absence of moving wakes
The undisturbed flow about the stator blade at a Reynolds number of 1,000,000 exhibits
several features characteristic of turbulent flows. A comparison between Figure 4.1 and
Figure 3.4, indicates that the boundary layer is thinner and remains attached over a larger
portion of the blade surface in comparison to the laminar case at Re=10,000. As shown in
Figure 4.2, most of the boundary layer vorticity is now concentrated near the blade surface.
These features can be also observed in Figure 4.3, which compares the boundary layer velocity
profiles from the laminar and turbulent calculations.
The computed velocity profiles at Re=1,000,000 have been compared to those predicted
by the empirical relationship known as law-of-the-wall:
n+ = u + e-5k eku+ 1-ku (ku+)'  (ku+)S (4.1)2 6 4
in which:
U+ = u ReI In=o (4.2)
n+ = n FRe In=o (4.3)
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Equation (4.1) is a good approximation to velocity measurements in the very thin viscous
sublayer (0 < n+ < 50), which contains the steepest velocity gradients. The law-of-the-wall
is independent of the body geometry and of the pressure gradient (see e.g. Sherman [42]);
this makes it suitable for direct comparison with the computed data.
The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 4.4 for the particular chordwise posi-
tion z = 0.25. For values of the law-of-the-wall coordinate n+ of less than eight, the computed
profile agrees with the law-of-the-wall. For larger values of n+ however, the computed veloc-
ity profile is steeper. This difference may be due to (a) using a turbulence model that is not
specifically tailored for fitting the law-of-the-wall; and/or (b) insufficient resolution in the
"knee" region of the law-of-the-wall curve. It is to be noted that the first three collocation
points of the spectral grid are located at values of n+ of 0, 1.8 and 6.7 respectively; thus
providing enough resolution in the region where law-of-the-wall and calculations agree. On
the other hand, owing to the use of Chebychev polynomials, the subsequent three collocation
points are at n + of 13.3, 20.3 and 26.6, which is within the "knee" region. It is to be noted
that the difference between the computed profile and the law-of-the-wall are unlikely to have
an impact on the following results; because they are confined to the extremely thin viscous
sublayer. The flow in the rest of the boundary layer is conditioned by the turbulent eddy
viscosity, the value of which allows the spectral grid to resolve the local flow features.
The static pressure distribution at Re=1,000,000 (Figure 4.5a) is similar to that obtained
from an inviscid calculation of the steady flow in the stator passage (Figure 5.9). In the
absence of rotor wakes, the pressure fluctuations associated with vortex shedding from the
trailing edge are negligible.
However, the time-averaged static pressure distribution in the presence of wakes is quite
different from that of the above steady flow. This may be appreciated by comparing Figure
4.5a to Figure 4.5b, which shows a significant increase of the time-mean blade loading in
the forward part of the blade. This increase can be explained by the averaged effect of the
leading edge pulses. It is to be noted that the averaged inlet velocity in presence of wake
is different from the steady flow velocity, owing to the excess tangential momentum of the
wake. Steady-state calculations with this averaged velocity will be made in the near future,
to assess whether the resulting pressure distribution is the same as the time-average from
the unsteady case.
4.2. Velocity and vorticity disturbances
To visualize the disturbances due to the rotor wakes, the above steady flow shall be
subtracted from the calculated unsteady flow in the presence of wakes. Successive snapshots
of the disturbance vorticity field at a Reynolds number of 1,000,000 are shown in Figures 4.6a
to 4.6j. The disturbance flow features at high Reynolds number are similar to those observed
in the laminar flow calculations. In particular, the unsteady flow over the suction surface
is dominated by a series of B-vortices. Within the stator passage, the wake fluid moves
away from the suction surface towards the pressure surface, where it evolves into series of
counterrotating vortices.
The process for production of B-vortices in turbulent flow is identical to that in laminar
flow. As shown in Figure 4.6a, the interception of the rotor wake by the stator blade leading
edge results in the production of a vortical B-region of negative sign. This region is subse-
quently lifted away from the surface and carried downstream (Figures 4.6c-f). Each B-region
evolves eventually into a clockwise B-vortex (Figures 4.6g-j).
The B-region and B-vortices appear to be weaker than those observed in the laminar
flow calculations at Reynolds numbers of and above 10,000. This difference appears to be
related to the thinner boundary layer in turbulent flow. This idea will be further developed
in Chapter Five, which discusses the mechanism for B-vortex production.
On both pressure and suction surface, the B-vortices and the wake vortices induce P1 and
N1-type vortical disturbances in the laminar sublayer. These disturbances, visible in Figure
4.6a-j, are qualitatively similar to those already observed in the laminar flow calculations,
but are considerably thinner. As shown in Figures 4.6a-j, the wake vortices in turbulent flow
are closer to the pressure surface. This may be explained by the thinner boundary layer on
the pressure surface.
It is to be noted that the highest eddy viscosity values occur inside the envelope of
motion of the B-vortices, shown in Figure 4.7. This suggests that turbulent diffusion may
significantly affect the strength of the fully developed B-vortices; and consequently, reduce
the amplitude of the pressure fluctuations on the suction surface.
4.3. Pressure disturbances
As shown in Figures 4.8a-b, the pressure disturbances on the blade surface exhibit a
characteristic pattern similar to that from the laminar flow calculations. This similarity is
the result of the causal connection between the unsteady vortical structures and the pressure
disturbances; described again as follows.
(1) The series of moving low-pressure peaks on the suction surface are associated with the
low-static pressure region in the core of each B-vortex. This is shown by the correlation
between Figures 4.9a and 4.9b.
(2) The series of moving pressure disturbances on the pressure surface are likewise the result
of the nearby wake vortices, which produce regions where the flow is directed against
the blade surface. This is shown by the correlation between Figures 4.10a and 4.10b.
(3) The intense pressure pulses arising on the leading edge at the moment of wake intercep-
tion are due to the conversion of the higher total pressure of the wake fluid into static
pressure by the stopping action of the blade surface. This is shown by the correlation
between Figures 4.11a and 4.11b.
The amplitude of the pressure disturbances moving along the pressure surface is ap-
proximately equal to that of the laminar case. This may be appreciated by comparing the
pressure RMS distribution in Figure 4.12 to that in Figure 3.18. On the other hand, the
series of low-pressure peaks on the suction surface at a Reynolds number of 1,000,000 are
about twice as weak as the corresponding peaks in the laminar calculation at Re=10,000.
This noticeable difference may be attributed to the weaker B-vortices in turbulent flow, and
to the non-linear relationship between pressure fluctuations and vortex strength. As a result,
the loading fluctuations on the suction surface in turbulent flow become less important than
those on the pressure surface.
Similar observations can be made about the vorticity RMS distribution on the trailing
edge plane, shown in Figure 4.13 for a Reynolds number of 1,000,000. The distribution is
qualitatively similar to that from the laminar flow calculations (Figure 3.19); however, the
RMS peak due to the discharge of B-vortices is considerably smaller.
The similarity between the turbulent results and those from the previous chapter suggests
that the mechanisms for unsteady flow production during wake/stator interaction, are the
same in laminar and turbulent flows. This observation has two important implications. First,
one may gain insight into the unsteady fluid mechanics of wake interaction from calculations
at moderately low Reynolds numbers, using direct Navier-Stokes codes. This requires an
order of magnitude less time and computer resources, and is taken advantage of in Chapter
Six. Second, proof-of-concept studies of flow control strategies can be based on laminar flow
studies. This is taken advantage of in Chapter Seven.
4.4. Effects of the turbulence model
The use of a turbulence model introduces an uncertainty in the high Reynolds number
calculations. Before generalizing the above conclusions, it is necessary to determine to what
extent the differences between the laminar and turbulent flow results are sensitive to the
empirical constants in the turbulence model.
For this purpose, moving wake calculations have been carried out using the original form
of the Baldwin-Lomax model (cf. §2.2.1). The resulting eddy viscosity values acting on the
unsteady flow structures are considerably higher (Figure 4.14).
The computed results show the production of a B-vortex over the suction surface as
the wake is intercepted by the leading edge (Figure 4.15). However, this vortex is weak and
it dissipates before reaching the aft portion of the blade surface. As a result, the pressure
disturbances over the suction surface are small and decay rapidly (Figure 4.16). Over the
pressure surface, the nature of the unsteady flow is not significantly affected by the larger
eddy viscosity values.
Therefore, the uncertainties associated with the particular turbulence model used, can
have a significant bearing on the amount of suction surface unsteadiness, but not on its nature.
It is to be noted that the foregoing high-eddy viscosity calculations are unlikely to be repre-
sentative of the flow in actual situations. As observed by Taylor [46], the vortical wakes are
present far downstream of the interacting blade rows. This would not happen if the diffusion
due to the turbulence model used was as high as above.
The Baldwin-Lomax model used for the turbulent flow calculations is based on several
simplifying assumptions, such as turbulence isotropy and equilibrium, no memory of the up-
stream events and no transition. A considerable number of more sophisticated turbulence
models, featuring such refinements, is available. These have however a local effect. There-
fore, using a turbulence model other than Baldwin-Lomax' may improve the quantitative
reliability of the results, but would not reveal fundamental features of the unsteadiness dy-
namics other than those observed in the present study. This statement is confirmed by the
linearized perturbation calculations, which seek to clarify the physical mechanisms behind
the production of unsteady flow.
Chapter 5
Linearized Perturbation
Calculations
5.1. Interpretation of the linearized equations
In the linearized perturbation calculations, the unsteady flowfield in the stator is decomposed
into two parts :
U(z, y, t) = C(z, y) + ii(z, y, t) (5.1)
P(z, y, t) = P(z, y) + -(X, y, t) (5.2)
The first term in the above, tJ(x, y), is a known steady-state viscous flowfield that would exist
in the absence of rotor wakes. This base flow can be obtained using accurate Navier-Stokes
solvers. The second term, ii(x, y, t) is the disturbance flowfield due to the wake perturbation.
This disturbance flowfield contains the unsteady effects of interest in the rotor wake/stator
interaction. In the linearized calculations, the disturbance flowfield is linearized about the
base flow and is assumed to be inviscid. The resulting disturbance flow equations, derived
in Chapter 2, are :
+ U Vii + ii VU= -V3 (5.3)
I II
B.C.: fi(x,, y,, t) . e, = 0 (5.4)
The results from the numerical solution of the linearized equations are compared to those
from the full Navier-Stokes equations, written here in terms of disturbance flow velocity:
a-+ ++ = + v +,)vi (5.5)
I II III - , ,
IV
B.C.: ii(z,, ,, t) =0 (5.6)
This comparison can provide insight into the fluid mechanics of the unsteady flow, since each
term in the foregoing equations represents a specific physical process that can be individually
examined as follows :
(1) Term I represents the convection of the disturbance flow by the base flow 1D. The
effects of this term should be present in both Navier-Stokes and linearized calculations.
(2) Term II represents the distortion of the base flow vorticity by the unsteady disturbance
flow. This term is significant in regions where the base flow is rotational (e.g. boundary
layer). Its effects should be present in both Navier-Stokes and linearized calculations.
(3) Term III represents the self-advection of the disturbance flow, and is present only in
the non-linear (Navier-Stokes) calculations.
(4) Term IV represents the diffusion of the disturbance flow under the effects of the steady
and unsteady shear stresses, present only in the Navier-Stokes calculations.
Moving-wake linearized-perturbations calculations have been carried out using a laminar base
flow at a Reynolds number of 10,000 (from §3.2), and a turbulent base flow at at Reynolds
number of 1,000,000 (from §4.1). The results are compared to those from the Navier-Stokes
calculation in order to (1) clarify the physical mechanisms involved in the production of
unsteadiness; and (2) to explain the differences and similarities between the laminar and
turbulent flow calculations. An artificial viscosity parameter Ra of 10,000, has been used.
5.2. Linearized calculations with laminar base flow.
This section compares the key features of (a) the unsteady flow from the laminar Navier-
Stokes calculation at a Reynolds number of 10,000; to (b) the results from an inviscid lin-
earized calculation with a viscous base flow at a Reynolds number of 10,000.
The unsteady flow phenomena over the suction surface of the stator blade are adequately
represented by the linearized perturbation calculations. The results show production of B-
vortices at the leading edge of the stator blade (Figures 5.1a to 5.1e). These results agree
with those from the Navier-Stokes simulation quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
On the other hand, the linearized calculations cannot adequately represent the migration
of the wake across the stator passage, and the resulting unsteadiness on the pressure surface.
As shown in Figures 5.2a and 5.2b, the high-vorticity wake fluid does not move away from
the suction surface towards the pressure surface, and does not roll up into discrete vortices.
This is not surprising, because these phenomena are associated with the self-advection of the
wake fluid. The self-advection is represented by the non-linear term -i Vfi, which is absent
from the linearized calculations.
As a consequence, the linearized calculations cannot describe the pressure disturbances
on the pressure surface. The small pressure disturbances seen on the pressure surface in
Figures 5.3a-b are due to the BP-vortex, which is produced at the leading edge at the
moment of wake interception (cf. §3.3), and is thus present in the linearized calculations too.
The pressure disturbances on the suction surface are in good agreement with those from the
Navier-Stokes calculation. This is due to the qualitative and quantitative agreement of the
computed unsteady vortical features over the suction surface.
5.3. Linearized calculations with turbulent base flow.
This section compares the principal features of (a) the unsteady flow from the turbulent
Navier-Stokes calculation at a Reynolds number of 1,000,000; to (b) the results from an
inviscid linearized calculation with a turbulent base flow at a Reynolds number of 1,000,000.
The comparison yields the following observations :
(1) On the suction surface, the linearized calculations show the production of B-vortices
of comparable magnitude, which induce similar pressure disturbances. This is shown
in Figures 5.4a-e and Figures 5.6e-b.
(2) On the pressure surface, the linearized calculations cannot represent the wake migration
and evolution into discrete vortices and the resulting pressure disturbances. This is
shown in Figures 5.5a-b and Figures 5.6e-b.
The comparison of the results to those from the previous section, indicates that when a
turbulent base flow is used, the unsteadiness on the suction surface is smaller than that
obtained with a laminar base flow. This may be appreciated by comparing Figure 5.6a-b to
Figure 5.3a-b. Otherwise, the unsteady flow features are similar. Therefore, the results from
linearized calculations of unsteady wake interaction with laminar and turbulent base flow
are in agreement with the corresponding laminar and turbulent Navier-Stokes calculations,
as far as the flow over the suction surface is concerned. This similarity gives a clue on the
mechanisms involved in the production of the observed unsteady flow features.
5.4. Mechanisms for production of unsteady flow
The results from the linearized calculations indicate that the unsteady flow over the
pressure surface of the stator blade is produced by the self-advection of the high-momentum
fluid in the rotor wake. The linearized perturbation approach is unfortunately unable to
represent this flow adequately.
The presence of B-vortices in the linearized calculations, where the disturbances are
treated as inviscid, suggests that the origin of B-vorticity lies in the viscous base flow. The
production of a vortical B-region on the leading edge can be described as a distortion of the
boundary layer vorticity by the wake disturbance velocity. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7,
where part of the boundary layer vorticity is lifted off from the surface by the wake. This
elongated vortical region is subsequently detached from the blade surface by the convective
action of the wake. Once in the free stream, the B-region evolves into a B-vortex.
The B-vortex production mechanism proposed above can be fully represented by the
distortion term fi VTJ, common to both Eqs.(5.3) and (5.5). This mechanism can explain
the following observations:
(1) The similar disturbance flow features in the laminar and turbulent flow regimes. In
both cases, these features are produced by similar boundary layer disturbances.
(2) The weaker suction surface unsteadiness in turbulent flow with respect to that in lami-
nar flow. In turbulent flow, the boundary layer is thinner and remains strongly attached
to the blade surface. It would be less susceptible to distortion by the wakes.
(3) The identical sign for all B-vortices, which contain vorticity from the suction side
boundary layer only.
(4) The good quantitative agreement between linearized and full Navier-Stokes calculations
over the suction surface. Both can account for the base flow boundary layer distortion.
To confirm that the B-vortices are produced from the boundary layer under the effect of the
incoming wake velocity, a linearized calculation with inviscid base flow has been carried out.
5.5. Linearized calculations with inviscid base flow
An inviscid base flow about the stator geometry previously used, has been generated
using the PCPANNEL code by McFarland [32]. The inviscid base flowfield, in Figures 5.8a-
b, is characterized by the absence of boundary layer. As shown in Figure 5.9, the static
pressure distribution in inviscid flow is similar to that from the turbulent calculations.
Results from a linearized calculation with this base flow show an absence of B-vortices.
As shown in Figures 5.10a-b, the rotor wakes are simply cut by the stator blade without
other kind of interaction. The relative slip of the wakes as they move downstream within
the stator passage is due to the circulation about the blade. As shown in Figures 5.11 and
5.12, no pressure disturbances over the blade surface, except for the leading edge pulses, are
present.
These results confirm that the B-vortices are produced as the boundary layer vortical
fluid is distorted and detached by the incoming wake. Therefore, the presence of a boundary
layer plays a major role in the nature of the unsteady flow over the suction surface of the
stator blade. The results also confirm that the leading edge pressure pulses are mainly a
potential flow effect, associated with the higher velocity of the wake fluid.
Several parameters can affect the boundary layer characteristics and its response to the
wakes. The effect of these parameters on the unsteady flow is examined in the next chapter.
Chapter 6
Parametric Study of the Unsteady
Flow
6.1. Range of investigation
The foregoing results have been obtained with the particular rotor/stator configuration
discussed in §3.1, further referred to as baseline configuration. To generalize the results to
other rotor/stator configurations, a parametric study is carried out to examine the effects of
various design parameters on the unsteady flow arising from wake interaction.
Four design parameters are considered in the study--stator blade loading, wake thickness,
wake velocity defect and wake reduced frequency. The stator blade loading is one of the
principal parameters affecting the boundary layer. Changes in loading are simulated here by
varying the flow angle 0 at the stator inlet. The wake thickness, velocity defect and reduced
frequency are the principal parameters that are expected to influence the boundary layer
response to wake disturbances.
Only one of the above four parameters is allowed to change at once with respect to
the baseline case. The unsteady flowfield is then computed using the laminar Navier-Stokes
solver at a Reynolds number of 10,000. The results are compared to those from Chapter
Three, in order to determine how each parameter influences the unsteady flow. Table 6.1
summarizes the values assumed by each parameter in these calculations.
It is to be noted that the computational grid used here (Figure 6.1) has half the resolution
of the grid from the baseline calculations. As shown in Figures 6.2a-c, this has no significant
effect on the computed baseline flow, and therefore should not have any bearing on the
comparison of the results from the parametric study to the higher-resolution baseline flow.
Parameter Trial Values Baseline Value
Stator loading 0 =30 deg.; 0 =20 deg.; 0 =25 deg.
Wake strength A=33% A=75 %
Wake thickness 6=20%; 6=20% 6=10%
Wake reduced frequency re =2.5; x =7.5 x =5.0
Table 6.1. Parameter values used in the parametric study.
6.2. Effects of the stator blade loading
6.2.1. High loading case
The undisturbed flowfield in the stator passage for an inlet turning angle of 30 degrees
is shown in Figure 6.3. The corresponding pressure distribution, in Figure 6.4, exhibits a
strong adverse pressure gradient over the forward part of the suction surface. As shown in
Figure 6.5, this results in a thicker boundary layer with respect to the baseline case. The
increase in boundary layer thickness at the reference location of 0.25 chords downstream of
the leading edge, is nearly 25%.
These changes have a dramatic impact on the unsteady flow induced by the upstream
wakes. As shown in Figures 6.6a-b, there is a fundamental change in the disturbance vortical
features over the suction surface. In addition to the B-vortices, produced at the leading edge,
the disturbance flowfield is also characterized by another row of moving vortices, closely
associated with the B-vortices but having an opposite sign. These vortices, referred to as
P-vortices, are produced over the foremost 25% of the stator blade chord; and are comparable
in strength to the B-vortices.
The mechanism for production of P-vortices appears to involve distortion and detachment
of the boundary layer vorticity under the influence of the B-vortices. This process was already
discussed in §3.3, where small P-vortices were seen to originate from the Pl-type boundary
layer vortical disturbance. Herein, each P-vortex is considerably larger, and contains another
positive vortex, which is produced at the leading edge during the wake approach. This is
examined in time as follows.
(1) Shown in Figure 6.7a is a close-up of the disturbance vorticity contours at time to,
corresponding to the approach of a rotor wake. On this figure, one can identify a B-
vortex produced by a previous interaction; a positive-sign boundary-layer disturbance
induced by the B-vortex that will be referred to as P1 region; and a small positive
vortical region on the leading edge that will be referred to as P2 region. The P2-region
appears to be produced on the leading edge upon wake approach, and was not observed
in the baseline calculations. The B-vortex and the Pl-region are stronger than those
observed in the baseline calculations.
(2) Figure 6.7b refers to time to + 0.3T. A new wake is interacting with the leading edge
and is producing a vortical B-region. The P2-region from Figure 6.7a has not moved
considerably, since it is convected with a local velocity smaller than the free-stream
velocity. As a consequence, the new B-region is in close proximity of the P2-region.
(3) Figure 6.7c refers to time to +0.5T. The wake is moving away from the suction surface,
leaving behind a vortical group consisting of the B-vortex, a P2-vortical region, and
the P1-region induced by the B-vortex.
(4) Figure 6.7d refers to time to + 0.9T. As the above group has moved downstream, the
P2-vortical region has evolved into a P2-vortex. Because the P2 and the B-vortex are
of opposite sign, the flowfield between a P2 and a B-vortex belonging to the same group
is characterized by a velocity component directed against the blade surface. For the
same reason, the flowfield between two successive groups is characterized by a velocity
component directed away from the blade surface. This type of flow further distorts the
vortical P1-region, as shown in Figure 6.7d.
(5) Figures 6.7e to 6.7g refer to the time interval [to + 1.1T; to + 1.3T]. On Figure 6.7e, one
can see that the flow induced by the P2 and B-vortices has significantly distorted the
vortical P1-region, part of which is being detached from the blade surface. On Figures
6.7f and 6.7g, one can see that this detached part of the Pl-region fuses with the P2
vortex to form a single P-vortex.
The process of boundary layer distortion and vortex interaction described above, appears to
be completed over the first 25% of the stator chord. The unsteady flow over the rest of the
suction surface is characterized by a fully developed vortex street of counter-rotating B- and
P-vortices, with the B-vortices being confined closer to the surface.
The counter-rotating vortex street results in a characteristic pattern of pressure fluctua-
tions on the suction surface. This pattern, illustrated in Figures 6.8a-b, consists of a row of
moving low-pressure peaks interleaved with substantial high-pressure disturbances. The low-
pressure peaks are consequence of the low-pressure regions in the vortex cores-they were
also observed in the baseline calculation (cf.§3.5). The high pressure-peaks are associated to
a stagnation-point region, where the disturbance flow induced between a B/P-vortex pair is
directed against the blade surface.
These pressure fluctuations are considerably stronger with respect to the baseline case.
This can be explained by (1) the stronger B-vortices produced at the leading edge; and (2)
by the additional perturbing effect of the P-vortices. As shown in Figure 6.9, the RMS levels
on the suction surface are about three times larger than in the baseline case; although the
time-mean lift coefficient has increased only about 1.5 times.
The production of P-vortices and the stronger unsteady flow over the suction surface
can be explained by the strong adverse pressure gradient, which is the principal difference
between high-loading and baseline calculations. The adverse pressure gradient facilitates
boundary layer distortion and detachment, thereby resulting in the production of stronger
B-vortices. On their turn, these B-vortices induce a correspondingly stronger Pl-region via
the mechanism represented by Equations (3.1-3.3). Further downstream, this P1-region is
detached from the blade surface, under the combined effect of the stronger B-vortex velocity
field and the adverse pressure gradient. The resulting P-vortex is substantially larger than
in the baseline calculation. Finally, the production of the P2-region near the leading edge
appears to be the result of a flow readjustment following the detachment of the B-region.
6.2.2. Low loading case
The undisturbed flowfield in the stator passage for an inlet turning angle of 20 degrees
is shown in Figure 6.10. At the reference location of 8 = 0.25c, the suction surface boundary
layer is 13% thinner with respect to the baseline case (Figure 6.5). The static pressure dis-
tribution, in Figure 6.11, shows the presence of a favorable pressure gradient, which extends
for almost 0.2 chords downstream of the leading edge.
As shown in Figures 6.12a-b, the unsteady flow features at low loading are qualitatively
similar to those from the baseline calculation. However, the pressure disturbances over
the suction surface are considerably smaller, owing to the weaker B-vortices. This may be
appreciated by comparing Figures 6.13a-b to Figures 3.13a-b; and Figure 6.14 to Figure 3.18.
It is to be noted that the unsteady flow over the pressure surface is not significantly
affected by loading variations in the 20-30 degrees range used herein. This is explained by
the origin of the unsteadiness over the pressure surface, which is associated with the wake
migration rather than with boundary layer disturbances.
6.3. Effects of the wake strength
The wake strength is represented by the velocity defect as seen in the rotating frame. A
75% defect is used in the baseline calculations. As per Appendix C, this value corresponds
to a relatively small rotor-stator spacing of 0.2 stator chords. To study the effect of larger
spacings, a calculation with a velocity defect of 30% was carried out. This value corresponds
to a rotor-stator spacing of about 0.5 chords.
The computed results, in Figures 6.15a-b, show an unsteady flow that is qualitatively
similar to the baseline case. The unsteady flow features are however considerably weaker.
Over the suction surface, weaker B-vortices produce pressure fluctuations with amplitude
only half of that observed in the baseline case. The leading edge pulses and the pressure fluc-
tuations on the pressure surface are substantially smaller. This is explained by the quadratic
relation between pressure and vortex strength (Eqs. 3.4-3.6); and may be appreciated by
comparing Figure 6.16 to Figure 3.13a, and Figure 6.17 to Figure 3.18.
6.4. Effects of the wake thickness
6.4.1. Wake thickness of 0.2 stator chords
The effects of wake thickness were investigated while keeping the velocity defect to a
constant value of 75%. Increasing the wake thickness is thus equivalent to proportionally
increasing the total momentum of the wake. As shown in Figures 6.18a-b, this results in an
unsteady flow, that is not only considerably stronger, but also different in nature from the
baseline case. In particular, the disturbance flow over the suction surface is characterized by
a street of counter-rotating B-vortices and P-vortices. The B-vortices are about two times
stronger than in the baseline case.
Successive snapshots of the disturbance vorticity field (Figures 6.19a-6.19c), indicate that
each P-vortex originates from a Pl-region that has been produced, distorted and detached
by a B-vortex. This is described as follows. Shown in Figure 6.19a is a large B-vortex, being
produced at the leading edge of the stator blade. In Figures 6.19b-c, one can see this B-vortex
inducing a P1-type boundary-layer disturbance on the blade surface. Further downstream,
this disturbance is detached from the surface and evolves into a P-vortex. This mechanism is
similar to that observed in the high-loading case; except that here the P-vortex is produced
without intervention of a P2-region or a strong adverse pressure gradient.
The pressure fluctuations on the suction surface exhibit a pattern of moving peaks and
depressions, shown in Figures 6.20a-b. This pattern is characteristic of the counter-rotating
vortex street. The amplitude of these pressure fluctuations is considerably larger than that
from the baseline case. This may be appreciated by comparing Figures 6.20a-b to Figures
3.13a-b; and Figure 6.21 to Figure 3.18.
For the particular case of 20% wake thickness, the wake fluid cannot fully evolve into
wake vortices. This is shown in Figures 6.18a-b; and may be explained by the interference
of successive wakes, the spacing of which is comparable to the thickness. As a result, the
pressure fluctuations on the pressure surface are weaker than in the baseline case.
Finally, the leading edge pressure peaks occurring upon interception have the same
amplitude as in the baseline case, but their duration and width are twice as large. This
is so because the amplitude of the peaks is related to the total pressure in the wake fluid
(unchanged), whereas the duration of the peaks is related to the wake width (twice as large).
6.4.2. Wake thickness of 0.05 stator chords
In this case the unsteady flow features are identical to that from the baseline calculations.
This may be seen in Figures 6.22a-b, which shows B-vortices over the suction surface and wake
vortices over the pressure surface. However, both types of vortices are about half as strong
as those from the baseline case. This results in significantly weaker pressure fluctuations;
which may be appreciated by comparing Figure 6.23 to Figures 3.13a, and Figure 6.24 to
Figure 3.18.
6.5. Effect of the wake reduced frequency
The reduced frequency is defined herein as the ratio of the wake convection time through
the stator blade row (c,/Uo) to the wake passing period (S,/V). With the present non-
dimensional formulation, the convection time is equal to unity, and the reduced frequency
becomes:
V V=  (6.1)S, PxS
Changes in reduced frequency can be implemented by either changing the tangential
velocity of the rotor blade, or by changing the spacing-blade chord ratio. Since the spacing
ratio is limited by the available computational resources, the first approach was used. In-
creasing the rotor blade velocity has however the undesirable effect of increasing the total
momentum of the wake and decreasing its thickness in the non-rotating frame. Therefore,
the effects of the wake passing frequency are somewhat related to the effects of the wake
strength in the following results.
6.5.1. Reduced frequency of 2.5
To obtain a reduced frequency of 2.5, the non-dimensional tangential velocity of the
rotor blade is reduced to unity. No new unsteady flow features are observed in this case.
As shown in Figures 6.25a to 6.25d, the wake fluid migrates towards the pressure surface;
where it forms two counter-rotating wake vortices. The pressure fluctuations on the pressure
surface are extremely weak in comparison to the baseline case; so are the leading edge peaks.
This may be appreciated by comparing Figures 6.26a-b to Figure 3.13a-b, and Figure 6.27
to Figure 3.18. These weaker pressure fluctuations can be fully accounted for by the smaller
excess tangential velocity of the wake fluid. They are not related to the reduced frequency.
Although the excess tangential momentum of the wake at a reduced frequency of 2.5 is
smaller, the B-vortices over the suction surface are larger and stronger in comparison the to
baseline case. This indicates that the boundary layer is more readily distorted and detached
by lower-frequency wake disturbances. The stronger B-vortices create P1-type boundary
layer disturbances as they moves downstream. These disturbances are eventually detached
from the surface to become fully developed P-vortices, seen over the aft part of the stator
blade in Figures 6.25a-d. The production of P-vortices leads to the growth of the pressure
fluctuations over the aft part of the suction surface, shown in Figures 6.26a-b and 6.27.
6.5.2. Reduced frequency of 7.5
To obtain a reduced frequency of 7.5, the non-dimensional tangential velocity of the
rotor blade is increased to three units. The computed disturbance vorticity contours in the
stator passage are shown on Figures 6.28a-b; one can see that the unsteady flow features are
identical to the baseline case.
In particular, the unsteady flow over the suction surface is characterized by a row of
B-vortices. The number of B-vortices is larger than in the baseline case, due to the higher
number of wake interception per unit of convection time. For this reason, these vortices tend
to "fuse" together as shown in Figures 6.28a-b. At higher reduced frequency, the B-vortices
are weaker with respect to the baseline case, even if the excess tangential momentum of the
wake is now larger. This confirms that the amount of boundary layer vorticity detached from
the leading edge is directly related to the reduced frequency of the wakes.
The resulting pressure fluctuations on the suction surface are noticeably smaller than in
the baseline case, owing to the weaker B-vortices. This may be appreciated by comparing
Figures 6.29a-b to Figures 3.13a-b; and Figure 6.30 to Figure 3.18. The stronger pressure
fluctuations on the pressure surface, seen on these figures, can be fully accounted for by the
larger excess tangential velocity of the rotor wake. They do not appear to be directly related
to the reduced frequency.
6.6. Conclusions from the parametric study
Three parameters were found to influence the unsteady flow over the suction surface of
the stator blade, and the amplitude of the resulting pressure fluctuations.
* The pressure gradient.
* The total momentum of the wake.
* The reduced wake passing frequency.
A favorable pressure gradient reduces the amount of B-vorticity detached from the leading
edge. An adverse pressure gradient has the opposite effect. With a particularly strong
adverse pressure gradient, each B-vortex is subsequently able to detach part of the associated
P1-region from the blade surface, and eject it into the free stream, where is evolves into
a P-vortex. In the presence of such a gradient, the unsteady flow is characterized by a
vortex street of counter-rotating B and P vortices; whereas only B-vortices are observed in
normal/low loading cases. The strength of the B-vortices also increases proportionally to
the excess tangential momentum of the wake, and decreases as the wake reduced frequency
is increased. Even in the absence of a strong adverse pressure gradient, sufficiently large
B-vortices can produce, further downstream, an associated vortex street of opposite-sign
P-vortices.
The amplitude of the pressure fluctuations on the suction surface grows as the square of
the strength of the B and P-vortices. An adverse pressure gradient thus results in stronger
fluctuations. Particularly strong pressure fluctuations are observed in the presence of a
counter-rotating B/P vortex street. In such situation, the pressure disturbances consist
of alternating high- and low-pressure regions; the high-pressure regions being due to the
stagnation-point flow induced by opposite-sign vortices.
The unsteady flow over the pressure surface of the stator blade is dominated by the
migration of the wake fluid; and is relatively insensitive to the stator blade loading. The
amplitude of the pressure disturbances on the pressure surface increases as the square of the
wake vortices strength. A larger excess of tangential momentum in the wake will consequently
result in stronger pressure disturbances. The amplitude of the leading edge pressure peaks
arising upon wake interception grows as the square of the excess tangential velocity in the
wake; the duration of the peaks scales as the wake width.
The above conclusions are based on laminar simulations of the unsteady flow in the
stator passage. Since the unsteadiness features are the same in laminar and turbulent flow,
these conclusions may be expected to carry over to the turbulent regime.
Chapter 7
Control of the Unsteady Flow
7.1. Definition of flow control strategies
An unsteady flow control strategy is a specific action or design modification, the purpose
of which is to reduce or eliminate the undesirable aspects of the unsteady flow induced by
the rotor wakes. The following aspects of the unsteady flow may be deemed undesirable in
view of improving the noise and vibration characteristics of a typical turbomachine:
* Static pressure fluctuations on the blade surface.
* Production and discharge of B-vortices.
* Production and discharge of wake vortices.
* Vortex shedding from the trailing edge.
* Turbulence generation during boundary layer-wake interaction.
Conceptually, the unsteady flow control strategies can be divided into two groups - active
and passive. A passive strategy is an integral part of the pump design. It cannot be turned
on and off by the user, and its action cannot be controlled. The following are examples of
possible passive strategies :
* Designing the stator blade to obtain a less adverse or a favorable pressure gradient on
the foremost part of the suction surface. This would result in a thinner boundary layer
in the leading edge region, that would be more resistant to distortion and detachment
by the rotor wake.
* Designing the rotor blade to result in thinner wakes, which, according to the calcula-
tions, produce less unsteadiness.
Active strategies act directly on the unsteady flow in a manner that can be controlled by the
user, by a feedback circuit, or by computer logic. The active strategies considered have been
classified into three types :
* Stator-based active but steady strategies, such as suction, blowing or fluid injection
along the stator blade surface at a constant rate.
* Stator-based active but unsteady strategies, such as (1) suction, blowing or fluid injec-
tion along the stator blade surface at a variable rate and/or location; and (2) periodic
pitching and/or translatory motion of the entire stator blade or part of it.
* Upstream-based active strategies. These involve the production of vortical distur-
bances upstream of the stator, which would act to cancel the wake-induced vortical
disturbances in the unsteady flow at the stator. For instance, shed vortex cancellation
occurring naturally in the stator discharge (Taylor [46]) can be used for this purpose.
The present work is concentrated on active strategies of the first type. The principal objective
is to demonstrate the potential effectiveness of a particular strategy (proof-of-concept), but
not to design the flow control system itself. A computational approach, based on the spectral-
element Navier-Stokes solver, is used for validating the proposed strategies. As shown below,
these strategies are simulated by using appropriate boundary conditions
For fluid suction : u(,,y,,, t) = -a(z,,y,, t)en (7.1)
For fluid injection: u(x, y,, t) = +a(xz, y,, t)e, (7.2)
For small pitch motion about C : u(z,,y , , t) = fl, x (OP - OC)el'n t (7.3)
It is to be noted that upstream-based flow control strategies can be represented through an
appropriate temporally and spatially varying inlet distortion.
7.2. Control strategy for the suction surface
The idea of using fluid removal to reduce the unsteadiness over the suction surface is
based on the hypothesis that B-vortices are produced from boundary layer fluid distorted and
detached by the rotor wakes. If the boundary layer in the leading edge region can be removed
or made significantly thinner, the unsteadiness over the suction surface should decrease.
The best way to achieve this is to use suction that is not uniformly distributed along the
blade surface. The suction coefficient, defined as
a = (7.4)U00
should have a larger value near the leading edge where the B-vortex is produced in the
boundary layer. Smaller suction amounts can be also applied to the aft part of the stator
blade, in order to prevent local disturbances of the boundary layer by the B-vortices.
A computational experiment was carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of such
suction control strategy in the presence of rotor wakes. The Reynolds number for the ex-
periment is 10,000. The suction coefficient distribution used is shown in Figure 7.1, and is
steady in time.
The results from this experiment show a flowfield over the suction surface that is virtually
unsteadiness-free. Steady distributed suction prevents the production of B-vortices and the
associated vortex shedding from the trailing edge. This may be appreciated by comparing the
disturbance vorticity contours in Figure 7.2 to those in Figures 3.8a-i. As a consequence, the
blade loading distribution, in Figure 7.4, is free of moving low-pressure peaks. The loading
RMS levels on the suction surface are significantly lower. This may be appreciated by
comparing Figure 7.3a to Figure 7.3b, where the global dpsS index is reduced by 40%. The
fluctuations in the vorticity field across the stator trailing edge plane are also considerably
reduced, as seen in Figure 7.5.
However, the low-pressure pulse on the suction side of the leading edge cannot be removed
with the amounts of suction used to date. This could be accounted for by the inviscid flow
origins of the pulse.
7.3. Control strategy for the pressure surface
The unsteady flow over the pressure surface is dominated by the migration of wake
fluid and its evolution in counter-rotating vortices. This process appears somewhat difficult
to influence from the stator blade surface. For this reason, the work on pressure surface
control strategies is focused on reducing the blade loading disturbances there, rather than
on eliminating the wake vortices.
According to Equation 3.5, a reduction of the pressure fluctuations can be achieved
by increasing the distance between wake vortices and the pressure surface. Steady fluid
blowing, distributed non-uniformly along the pressure surface, is employed for this purpose.
The blowing coefficient distribution, used in the following proof-of-concept calculation, is
shown in Figure 7.6.
As shown by comparing Figure 7.7a to Figure 7.7b, distributed blowing results in a
noticeable reduction of the pressure fluctuations. The reduction may be attributed to the
convective effect of the blowing velocity, which prevents the wake fluid from migrating close
to the surface. Blowing also eliminates the pressure surface boundary layer, and produces
the relatively thick shear layer seen in Figure 7.8. Finally, the amounts of blowing used in
this experiment are large enough to also influence the flow over the suction surface, where
the B-vortex pattern is altered. This may be attributed to the change of pressure coefficient
distribution, which extends to the suction surface and appears as a favorable pressure gradi-
ent. It is to be noted that improvements of the pressure surface RMS levels can be obtained
for smaller values of the blowing coefficient than those shown in Figure 7.6.
7.4. Strategy optimization
One of the drawbacks of suction or blowing, is that energy must be expended for removing
or adding fluid. For this reason, it is interesting to determine the optimal distribution of
the suction/blowing coefficient that reduces the unsteadiness to a specified level with the
removal of a minimal amount of fluid.
For this purpose, the blade surface is divided into Np panels. The suction/blowing dis-
tribution is represented as a set of coefficient Ui; i=1...N constant over each panel. A negative
coefficient represents fluid removal; while a positive coefficient represents fluid injection. At
the junction of two panels, the coefficients are averaged in order to avoid a static pressure dis-
continuity that would result otherwise. The discretized optimization problem is then stated
as follows :
1 i=Np
Minimize: Q = Jf (z)jds P rildsi (7.5)
i=1
Ak < Ak,ma,
Subject to: oai > 0 for blowing. (7.6)
ai < 0 for suction.
where Ak,,,a is a set of maximum allowable values for the set of unsteadiness global indexes
Ak, used as constraints. The global unsteadiness indexes used are defined in Appendix E.
This optimization problem is solved using an algorithm that takes advantage of the linear
character of the objective function and of the uniform behavior of the constraints, to obtain a
converged solution with less iterations than standard optimization methods. The algorithm
proceeds as follows :
(1) Start with a distribution oi known to satisfy the constraints.
(2) Moving from the trailing edge towards the leading edge, reduce each ai by say 15%.
(3) Evaluate the sets of indexes Ak after reducing each ai. If the set satisfies the constraint
in Eq.(7.6), keep the reduced set of coefficients.
(4) Moving from leading edge towards trailing edge, repeat steps (2) and (3).
(5) Repeat steps (2) to (4) until no reduction is possible in the set of ai.
An example of optimized suction distribution with constraints 6p,SS[O.1<<O.9j] < 0.085 and
l'ss _ 3.0, is shown in Figure 7.1. The values of these constraints correspond to a level of
unsteadiness on the suction surface comparable to that in Figures 7.2-7.5. The blowing coef-
ficient distribution on Figure 7.6 can be likewise optimized, although the actual calculations
were not carried out.
In the case of distributed suction, it is possible to reduce the amount of optimization
CPU time, by judiciously estimating the initial suction distribution. Simple semi-analytical
methods, based on boundary layer theory, may be used for this purpose. For instance,
Sherman [42, pp.367-370] presents a numerical method that estimates the suction distribution
required to obtain specific growth rate of the boundary layer thickness. In the present case,
this growth rate should be set to zero over the foremost part of the stator blade. This would
reduce the thickness of the vortical boundary layer in the leading edge region, resulting in
smaller B-vortices.
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Recommendations
8.1. Summary
This thesis presented an investigation of the 2-D unsteady flow in a stator blade row
interacting with wakes from an upstream rotor. Computational Fluid Mechanics (CFD) are
used as a tool to describe and understand the wake interaction at the engineering level.
Spectral-element Navier-Stokes solvers and a linearized perturbation solver are used to
simulate the unsteady flow. To visualize the disturbance effects of the upstream wakes, the
steady flow that would exist in the stator passage in absence of wakes is subtracted from the
computed unsteady flow. The resultant disturbance flowfield exhibits highly characteristic
vortical features, that would be difficult to observe had the total unsteady flow quantities
been used.
8.2. Conclusions
The following conclusions have been reached from the foregoing computational study of wake
interaction.
(1) During their transport through the stator passage, the rotor wakes migrate towards the
pressure surface of the stator blades where they evolve into pairs of counter-rotating
vortices. These vortices are the dominant form of unsteady flow over the pressure
surface. Their strength is directly related to the excess of tangential momentum in the
wake.
(2) The unsteady flow over the suction surface of the stator blade is characterized by
a moving row of vortical disturbances (B-vortices), produced at the leading edge of
the stator blade upon wake interception. The B-vortices consists of boundary layer
vorticity, which is distorted and detached from the surface by the convective action of
the wakes.
(3) Three parameters influence the unsteady flow over the suction surface- the pressure
distribution over the stator blade, the excess of tangential momentum in the wake, and
the wake reduced frequency. The strength of the B-vortices is directly proportional to
the wake momentum, and decreases at higher reduced frequencies. A favorable pressure
gradient results in weaker vortices; whereas an adverse gradient has the opposite effect.
In several situations, the B-vortices produced at the leading edge may be sufficiently
strong to subsequently detach opposite-sign vorticity from the boundary-layer distur-
bances they induce. This results in the formation of a vortex street of counter-rotating
B and P-vortices, extending over most of the suction surface.
(4) The Reynolds number appears to have no qualitative effect on the nature of the un-
steady flow-the features described above are common to the laminar and the turbulent
flow regimes. The disturbances over the suction surface of the stator blade are however
weaker in turbulent flow. This may be attributed to the thinner and strongly attached
boundary layer.
(5) The stator blade loading fluctuations arising from wake interaction are of two kinds.
First, an intense pressure pulse occurs on the leading edge at the moment of wake
interception. This pulse is negative on the suction side of the leading edge, and positive
on the pressure side. It is due to potential flow effects associated with the excess of
tangential velocity in the wake. The amplitude of the pulse varies as the square of
the wake velocity defect and the rotor blade velocity. Second, a series of moving
pressure disturbances, associated with the foregoing vortices, is present over the blade
surface. The pressure fluctuations are negative on the suction surface, and alternating
positive/negative on the pressure surface. Their amplitude varies as the square of the
vortices strength.
(6) It is possible to reduce the unsteady flow effects associated with wake interaction, using
appropriate active control strategies. A proof-of-concept calculation shows that suction
(fluid removal), applied to the suction surface, prevents the formation of B-vortices and
reduces the associated RMS levels. Non-uniform distribution of the suction coefficient,
with highest values in the leading edge region, yields optimal results. Unsteady flow
control over the pressure surface appears more difficult owing to the external origin of
the wake vortices. Fluid blowing from the pressure surface may be used to reduce the
amplitude of the pressure fluctuations there.
This computational investigation demonstrates the potential of the spectral-element method
for addressing current problems of fluid mechanics such as wake interaction. Computational
methods used to study wake interaction should be able to account for (1) the boundary
layer, the presence of which is essential for proper representation of the unsteady flow over
the suction surface; and (2) the non-linear effects, which dominate the unsteady flow over the
pressure surface. Both the Navier-Stokes and the linearized perturbation solvers used here
have the first capability. However, the linearized solver cannot account for the non-linear
effects-for this reason, it should be used with caution.
8.3. Recommendations
The present work should be pursued and completed by a study of the unsteady flow
arising from interaction with the upstream rotor vortices. This interaction is highly three-
dimensional in nature and may have considerable unsteady effects.
A computational approach is proposed for this study. Spectral-element Navier-Stokes and
linearized solvers shall be used to (1) describe the wake/vortex intra-stator transport in three
dimensions; (2) identify the unsteady flow features; (3) reveal the mechanisms responsible for
the production of unsteady flow; and (4) develop strategies to reduce the unsteady effects.
A more efficient use of the linearized solver can be made if the present artificial-viscosity
scheme is replaced by a non-CPU intensive BTD-type stabilization scheme.
Such a computational investigation of 3-D unsteady vortex interaction in turbomachinery
will be one of the first of its kind. The results can be used to develop flow control strategies
to reduce the unsteady flow effects. Potential benefits from the application of such strategies
range from noise reduction to reliability and performance improvements
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Appendix A
Spectral-Element Operators
A.1. Coordinate systems.
The following coordinate systems are used in the numerical solution of the flow equations.
(z, y) - Stator rectangular coordinate system, centered at the leading edge.
(S, )i' - Local coordinate system in element i (Figure 2.1).
A.2. Spatial discretization.
Expansion of flow variable u in spectral element i :
u(s, ) = ul h,(S)ht(q) (A.01)
j k
Interpolation functions :
hm(2) = 1Tn(•m)Tn(W) (A.02)
hm((r) = 1•c- Tn(7rm)Tn (r) (A.03)
Collocation points in the natural coordinate system :
m•r
m = rim = cos( ) (A.04)
Weighting coefficients :
-m • 2 m= ,MC 2 m(A.05)1 otherwise
Orthogonality of interpolation functions :
hm('n) = hm(17n) = Smn (A.06)
To simplify the writing, the element index i will be omitted from the spectral operators and
flow variables in the following. A zero-order continuity between any two adjacent elements is
insured by using an indexed array of global nodes for the entire spectral-element grid. The
global nodes are the set of collocation points on the inter-element boundaries.
A.3. Partial derivatives in the local system
Partial derivatives expansion :
ur = EU u dhL (q) h,(r) (A.07)Im
up? = utLmh(S) dhm(1A ) (A.08)
l m dr)
It is convenient to define a discretized local differential operator :
Dpq = dhf) (A.09)
This yields :
(u,)p = Dipgmquim (A.10)
SIm
(u = ,Dm q6tpul.m (A.11)
Im
A.4. Discretized Jacobians
The Jacobian of the local coordinate transformation is :
J = Mryrl - z,yr (A.12)
Using Eqs.(A.10-11), the following intermediate values are computed:
(z,)pq = Dp6,,Z tim (A.13a)
Sm
(x,1)pq = E Dm,,lpZim (A.13b)
Im
(yr)Pq = 3 Dip6mq•m, (A.13c)
(yq)pq = Z D,,qS•ym (A.13d)
The discretized Jacobian is :
Jpq = (Zf)pq(ys)pq - (Z,)pq (yt)pq (A.14)
A.5. Discretized partial derivatives
Derivatives transformation from local to fixed cartesian system :
S 1 y -S iy u (A.15)
U _J -- Xz X U"
Discretized partial derivatives :
(uz)pq = VX,pqlmum (A.16)
JP m
(uy)pq = E trpjlqimUim (A.17)
Pf 1 mJ m
The discretized partial derivative operators are defined as :
VX,pqim = Dlp(y,)qlmq - Dmq(y )pm 6ip (A.18)
Vy,pqjm = Dmq(z )pm6• p - Dlp(z,)lI 6 mq (A.19)
A.6. Discretized Nabla operator
All manipulations involving Nabla are discretized using the above partial derivative operators.
For instance :
(V. u)p = pqlm *Ulm (A.20)
Pq I m
where
Vpqlm = Vx,pqmez + VY,pqmey (A.21)
A.7. Discretized line integrals
Flux integrals evaluated along one side of a spectral element :
LI(f) ffu .nds= ft f(u.e)yd+ ff(u . e)zd (A.22)
L1 1(f) = fu . nds = f (u . ez)ydq + f (u . ey)zdt (A.23)
are used to represent the pressure equation boundary conditions. The spectral element grid
is generated so that the boundaries coincide with lines of constant local coordinates (Inflow:
S = 0; Outlow: " = 1; Both leading edge C-type elements: " = 1; Suction surface elements:
t7 = 1; Pressure surface elements: tr = 0). This allows to re-write the flux integrals as :
f (u-.e)yudý = E • F uyr,Drji.kB1p(u.e),imtfimhk(o)hym(tlo)hq(tlo) (A.24)j k I mr a
f f(u.ey)zxtd = E zr.Dry6ssklp(u'ey)tmftlmhk(o)hm(to)hq(o) (A.25)
t j k i m r s
Sf(u'eý)y,7d r = E E E yr7sDak6rBktmq(u'ez)imfmhj(so)hi(ýo)hp(ýo) (A.26)
7 j k I M r a
Sf(u.e,)z,dtl = e xDr••a•D riBkm,(u.,ey)mhaj(0o)hi(0o)hp(0o) (A.27)
i k 1 r s
Using Eq.(A.06) :
Sf(u. ey)zydý = x• > roDr,.iqo0Blp(u e ) 10f/o (A.28)
f (u - e.) ydý = yroDri 6qO bip(U -ez)joflo (A.29)
f (u ey)zd = zoDk8pok,•,(u. ey)omfom (A.30)
fn km
f (u .e.)yndq = y M oD.,,6poBkmq(u . e.)omfon (A.31)
'7 km
The local interpolant integral of order 8, appearing in the above, is defined as:
Babe = _ ha(s)As•) he() )dl (A.32)
-1
A.8. Surface integral of type I
A surface integral of type I is defined as :
Ii(f,u) = ffufddy (A.33)
taken over an entire spectral element i. In local coordinates :
Ii(f,u) = Jf f _•Ju(,l)f((,ql)ddt 1  (A.34)
Expansion in local interpolants :
I'(f, u) = ~ uLhL(S)hm(l) J I hp(j)hq(t) ,  fijhj(S)hk(Tl)
1 m P q i k
(A.35)
A rearrangement of the terms yields :
Ii(f,u) = u C 3 ~UlmIJpqlfjkBjlpBkmq (A.36)
I mp q k
The above can be written as :
II(f ,u) = u lmBkkB (A.37)
I m k
where the elementwise surface integral operator B+nj is conveniently defined as :
Bjik p IJ q ljpiBkmq (A.38)
P q
A.9. Surface integral of type II
A surface integral of type II is defined as :
III(f,u)= ff(Vu)2dzdy (A.39)
taken over an entire spectral element i. In local coordinates :
r+1  +1 1
III(f,u) = f(~,~ )JVu(,,) 7 JVu(ý,,7)dgdrj (A.40)
-1 1 IJ( , )l
From Eq.(A.16) :
JVu(S, i) = 1) Vrjk u* Ekhr( )h,(t7) (A.41)
i k r s
Expansion in local interpolants :
Ill(f,U) f-  fedhc(h)hd(t) h.a()hb(ti)x
1 1 d . a
x E raijk uikhr (c)h,(tl)EE EE *7p, ·ulmhp(c)hq(i7)dsdt7 (A.42)
j k r mp q
A re-arrangement of the terms yields :
III(f, u) = E E E VPqlmUlm•j 1 fcdBeparBdqb~ rrjikUj (A.43)
c,d l,m,p,q a,b j,k,r,
where the local interpolant integral of order 4 is defined as :S+1
Babed = f ha( b)hc)hd()d (A.44)
-1
Further re-arrangement reduces Eq.(A.43) to the following general form :
III(f, u) = E 1 E E um Almik(f)ujk (A.45)
I mi k
In the case of a spatially constant scalar field, f = fo, the operator matrix Ajm•, is given by
Almjk(f) = f pqlm - pqr8 rejk (A.46)
l mi k
where
d Bcpadq (A.47)
ab d
In the case when the scalar field f is not spatially constant, the operator matrix A•,ik
contains convolution sums of f:
Almijk(f) = Z Z 7pqlm " Blqrs(f) Vraik (A.48)
I m k
1
BDqr.(f) = j Z fcdcBparBdqba (A.49)
a b JJab e d
A.10. Alternative computation of the viscous matrix
In the case where the scalar field f varies both spatially and in time, the operator Almjk
needs to be re-evaluated at each time step. Eqs.(A.48-49) cannot be directly used for this
purpose, because they typically represent a few tens of megaFLOPs (million floating point
operations).
An order-of-magnitude gain in the required number of operations can be achieved if the
scalar field is not directly included in the convolution sums. This approach is valid, provided
the scalar field is sufficiently smooth. Starting from the definition of III :
III(f,u) = f [f(S, q)JVu(, 0)] JVu(ý, r)dgdq (A.50)
-1 -1 IJ(U, )
and expanding the integrands as follows :
fJVu = E E fpp9Imulmhp(ý)hq(t) (A.51)
Sm p q
JVu = E E 3 E ETrejkujthr()h,(tj) (A.52)
j k r s
1kr
= E I ha(ý)hb(17) (A.53)
ab Jab
Yields :
Almik (f) E fpqVpqlm B•qrs Vrjk (A.54)
p q r s
with
qra = Bapr, Bbqa, (A.55)
a b a
A.11. Discretized pressure step
The quadratic form of the pressure equation (2.17), can be decomposed in term of the
foregoing line and surface integrals as follows :
Ati(pn+1) = -At ~tCiE (1(1, pf+l) _- ji•Q I .(V n+ l,pn+l)
+ZiEQI Ll(n+1,pn+1) - 0iEQoLI (in+1,pn+1) + •iEQLLI (In+1,pn+1)
+IiEQ s L(Ll(A+1,pn+1) + iEQ P Ll(af+1,pn+ 1) (A.56)
After minimization with respect to each degree of freedom pfm, a linear equation for the
dicretized pressure is obtained :
AtZ;EE Z Z Ajklm(1P)Am = ZEQ pqjk (Arpl 8sqm) *Ulm
I m imp q \r a
+•iEQI Z Z Z !/roDr,•qoBlip( " e)l 0o - 0EQo E E YrNDr.qN sip(U * ez)lN
a I r sa r
+ZIeQL Z N rNDr 6qNbIp(fi . en)IN + i"Qs EN D 3 ND r6Nprmq( e )N
a 1 r r m a
+ deq YoDrrSop rme(t * en)om (A.57)
The pressure matrix Alm,k(1) is computed and inverted in a separate preprocessing stage.
The RHS term, which contains the boundary conditions, is computed at each time step.
A.12. Discretized viscous step
The quadratic form of the viscous equation (2.23), can be decomposed in terms of the
foregoing surface integrals as follows :
2 -n+111
+2 A ,. un+l ) + I(VDVun,un+)]  (A.58)
After minimization with respect to each degree of freedom Unm, a linear equation for the
dicretized velocity is obtained :
iEQE Z [Aikim E lm, EiEQ Z 2 mik + A k
1 m k (A.59)
The Dirichlet boundary conditions of the viscous step are directly implemented in the above
velocity equation. For this purpose, the coefficients in all rows with indexes ()lm,i corre-
sponding to fixed-velocity collocation points are replaced by
Almjk 0 (j, k) : (, m) (A.60)1 (j,k) - (l,m)
The corresponding righ-hand side element ()Im,i is then replaced by the desired value of the
surface velocity u•,,i.
A.13. Local interpolant integrals
The local interpolant integrals Bkmp and Bk,mpq can be computed semi-analytically,
thereby minimizing the effects of truncation errors :
1 1 akx mbw nc.o qd-
Bkmpq = N4 cos( - )Cos( ) Cos( ) Cos(-)babed
a,b,c,d CaCbCECdCkCmCpCq N N N (A.61)
Bkmp = cos(- ) cos( ) cos(-) mbr ni o (A.62)m NS E 0 Ca)ici mCP' N NN
where the coefficient b is computed from :
babcd= Z + Z 7(l ia+jb+kc+ld) (A.63)
i=±1 j= £1 k=+1 l=±1
The function 7 is defined as :
1 - cos z
7(s) = 7; (0) = 1 (A.64)z
Appendix B
Turbulent Wake Model.
This appendix presents an analytical solution for the outer form of the original Baldwin-
Lomax model, applied to a moving rotor wake. This solution allows one to estimate the value
of the eddy viscosity in the outer domain, knowing only the local vorticity magnitude.
B.1. Vorticity profile
The wake velocity profile in the stationary frame (z, y), is given by Eq.(2.62)
u = 1- Ae-"
v = 1 - Ae-' tan + Ae-V (.1)
where z is an auxiliary variable, related to the distance y, from the wake centerline by :
z = ByW (B.2)
The vorticity in the wake is approximately equal to the crosswise derivative of the streamwise
velocity component :
w au aVW a . (B.3)
ay az 8uW 1 z u, (B.4)
=y, = y 8 z sin aBy 8z
where the wake skew angle f is given by the kinematic relation :
tan # = 1 (B.5)V
The streamwise-crosswise coordinate system (zw,yw), moving with uniform velocity V, is
shown in Figure 2.6. The streamwise velocity component in the wake is obtained by applying
the following linear transformation :
uw = [sin -cos# Jsin J (B.6)
to the velocities from Eq.(B.1). This yields :
u, = (1 - Ae-) sin f - (1 - Ae- tan 0 + Ae-'V) cos (B.7)
v, = (1 - Ae-z) cos + (1 - Ae-' tan 9 + Ae-V) sin )
The wake vorticity profile is then determined :
w(y)= 2AB I - tan 0 + V - ywe Ba  y 2ABC ywe- B  (B.8)I cosP + tan
where the intensity constant C may be reduced to :
C = 1+ V tan (B.9)%/VV-2+ 1
According to the above, the maximum value of vorticity in the wake w,,, and the location
yw,maz at which it occurs, are :
1
Yw,ma, = (B.10)
2A'BC'
wma, = (B.11)
e
With the wake parameters used in the study, this gives yw,maz = 0.018 and Wmaz = 115.0.
These values agree relatively well with those from the Navier-Stokes calculations (respectively
0.021 and 105.0).
B.2. Wake factor
The quantities yw;maz and Fmaz from §2.2.2 are determined by maximizing the function
F(y,) = ywlI = 2AC ze-" (B.12)
This yields :
Yu;ma= (B.13)
2ACFmaz = (B.14)
The maximum velocity difference is determined from Eq.(B.1), giving:
AU'2  A/V-2+ 1 (B.15)
The value of the wake factor follows from Eq.(2.36) :
e AU2
Fw - 8A (B.16)
B.3. Klebanoff factor
The Klebanoff intermittency factor is computed using the value of yw;,,. from Eq.(B.13)
1
FK = 5.5 (B.17)1+ 5.5C6 BSy
The explicit dependence of the Klebanoff factor on the distance from the wake centerline is
solved by replacing y, in the above by the largest root r(w) of the equation
re-2 A (B.18)2ABC
where w is the local value of the vorticity at the point where one seeks to compute the
eddy viscosity. The reason for using the vorticity equation (B.08) for implicitly computing
the Klebanoff factor, is that local vorticity values are readily available in the stationary
coordinate system used in the calculations.
B.4. Freestream eddy viscosity
The above results directly relate the eddy viscosity to the local value of the vorticity:
1
vt(z, y, t)= -1 KK2 V +1 (B.19)8 AC-/B [1 + 5.5C6B 3'r 6(z,y,t)]
The factors A, B...V are constant for a given computational set-up of the stator cascade. It
is to be noted that this formula is valid only in the outer region of the computational domain.
Appendix C
Rotor/Stator Stage Design
The 2-D wake/stator configuration, used in the study, is that from a cylindrical section at
the mean hydraulic diameter D, of a single-stage axial pump. The pump design is completed
in four steps. In the first step, a preliminary design, based on performance specification, is
carried out. In the second step, this design is modified in order to make the stator passage
geometry more suitable to numerical calculations. The third step re-sizes the modified design
so that it can meet the above performance specifications. Finally, the wake parameters
corresponding to the modified rotor geometry, are determined. All design procedures are
based on Stepanoff's "Centrifugal and Axial Flow Pumps" [44]. The notation used in the
following is identical to that from the book, and is thereby not included in the list of symbols.
C.1. Preliminary design
C.1.1. Performance specifications for a typical application. The value of specific speed
chosen is typical for an axial flow pump.
Characteristic Specification
Head 20 ft.
Capacity 2000 gpm.
Specific Speed 10,000.
C.1.2. Impeller rotation speed and discharge angle. An average discharge angle P2 of 22.5
degrees is assumed. This is a typical value for most axial pumps. The impeller rotation
speed is given by :
Ns H3 / 4  10, 000 x 20ft 3l'N = i = 2100rpm (C.1)
Vo000gpm
C.1.3. Impeller head coefficient and mean hydraulic diameter. Using Fig.5.2. from Reference
[44], the specific constants corresponding to the above design are found. The value of the
speed constant K, is 1.55. The value of the capacity constant K, is 0.46. From the speed
constant, the head coefficient and the mean hydraulic diameter are obtained as follows :
S = 0.21 (C.2)
2K- -
gH I 32.2 x 144 x 20ftDm Hx x = 6.Oin (C.3)D xN 2 = x2 x 35rps2 x 0.21
C.1.4. Velocities at Dn. From the definition of the specific constants, one obtains :
u = Ku2V~i = 55.6ft/s (C.4)
c, = K,mi- = 16.7f t/s (C.5)
= m = 0.3 (C.6)
U
C.1.5. Impeller dimensions. From Eq.5.35 in Reference [44], the specific speed and hub ratio
are related by the following :
6V21 - O Po.5
N = 6830 + =2 v=. = 0.42 (C.7)
The impeller hub and outer diameter are calculated as :
2D4
Do -= = 7.8in (C.8)
Dh = vDo = 3.3in (C.9)
Verification of the flow rate :
Q = 0.25?rcmD(1 - v2) = 2045gpm. (C.10)
C.1.6. Impeller entrance and exit velocity triangles. These are summarized in the following
table for three spanwise locations; respectively at the hub, the mean hydraulic diameter, and
near the tip of the impeller.
Variable Value at Dh at Dm at Do
#1 28.60 16.60 13.00
62 37.30 22.50 17.80
u 30.Oft/s 55.0ft/s 71.5ft/s
cu2 8.5 ft/s 15.6 ft/8 20.1ft/s
C.1.7. Impeller blading. Based on Fig. 8.7 from reference [44], a four-bladed impeller is
chosen with spacing-to-blade-chord ratio 1/t of 0.96. The corresponding blade spacing and
chord are :
t = Dn/NR = 4.7in (C.11)
I = t X (1/t), = 4.5in (C.12)
Munk's method, as described in Reference [44], was used to design the impeller blade section.
This produced a NACA 2308 section with a stagger angle of 71 degrees at the mean diameter.
C.1.8. Impeller/Stator gap and stator velocity triangle. The recommended impeller/stator
gap is 5% of the impeller diameter, i.e. 0.4 inches. The turning angle of the flow leaving the
stator is zero degrees. The turning angle of the flow entering the stator is 0 = tan-l(cu2 /Cm)
= 43 degrees. This angle will be referred to as inlet angle.
C.1.9. Preliminary stator blading at the mean hydraulic diameter. According to Reference
[44], the optimal number of stator blades for a four-vaned impeller is between five and eight.
A five-vaned stator was chosen. To determine the stator spacing-to-blade-chord, a formula
based on airfoil theory is used (Kovats [29], p.375, p.416) :
1 _ 2CO2 sin a.0  (C.13)
8 Cm klCL
According to Reference [29] the value of the interaction coefficient may be taken equal to
one in the preliminary stage. With a recommended design lift coefficient of 0.5, the above
gives a stator passage spacing-to-blade-chord ratio of 0.7 at the mean hydraulic diameter.
The corresponding blade spacing and chord are :
t = irDm/Ns = 3.8in (C.14)
1 = t x (l/t)m = 6.0in (C.15)
Munk's method, as described in Reference [44], is then used to design the stator blade section.
This gives a NACA 8308 section with a stagger angle of 25 degrees at the mean diameter.
C.2. Modified stator design
The 2-D configuration from Section C.1, was used in an initial study of the stator
unsteady flow. The results from this study prompted the following modifications to be made
in the stator passage design :
* The stator passage inlet angle was decreased from 43 to 25 degrees. This change was
necessary to avoid massive separation of the flow over the suction surface of the stator
blade in the laminar calculations. For the same reason, an Eppler blade section with
4% thickness was used instead of the NACA 8308 section. This resulted in a decrease
of the lift coefficient to 0.35.
* The stator spacing-blade chord ratio at the mean diameter was decreased from 0.7 to
0.4 in order to reduce the number of spectral elements necessary at a given Reynolds
number. This was done by using the maximum allowable number of blades (eight) for
a pump of such size, rather than by increasing the blade chord.
* The impeller blade number and spacing-blade chord ratios were set equal to those of
the stator, in order to limit the calculations to a single stator passage.
* The rotor blade linear velocity at the mean diameter was set to the double of the flow
meridional velocity, in order to preserve the wake period of the original design.
The spacing-blade chord ratio does not have a significant influence on the unsteady flow in
the stator passage. On the other hand, the stator blade loading and the wake frequency
are of considerable importance, as shown in Chapter Six. The above changes lead to the
wake/stator configuration shown in Figure 3.1 and used in the present study.
C.3. Validation and re-sizing of the modified design
It is necessary to verify whether a pump having the above impeller and stator character-
istics may operate and meet the performance specifications. For this purpose, a procedure
which is the inverse of the preliminary design process will be employed. In the modified
design, the velocity triangles and spacing-blade chord ratio are imposed by computational
requirements. Starting from these fixed characteristics, the pump will be re-sized to meet
the specifications of §C.1.1.
C.3.1. Modified impeller velocity triangles. The modified impeller discharge angle is equal
to 33 degrees, which is slightly below the 35 degrees limit for most axial pumps. The modified
impeller inlet angle is 26.6 degrees.
C.3.2. Modified design flow and head coefficients. The flow coefficient is given by
Cm = 0.5 (C.16)
U DI
Using Figure 9.12 from reference [44], the efficiency of the pump was estimated to be 80%.
According to Figure 9.16 from reference [44], the specific speed ratio 0 0.5/4o0 .75 corresponding
to this efficiency, to a specific speed of 15,000 and to a discharge angle of 33 degrees, is equal
to 1.75. The head coefficient of the modified design is thus estimated to be :
4= (4.'s). = 0.18 (C.17)1.75
It is to be noted that the specific speed of the new design has been increased to 15,000 from
10,000 in order to obtain a head coefficient within the usual range. The modified design has
thus a specific speed in the highest range.
C.3.3. Modified impeller velocity and mean diameter. In order to meet the (2000 gpm
capacity / 20 ft head) specification, the operating speed of the new impeller should be :
N = Ns x H 3000rpm (C.18)
This corresponds to a mean hydraulic diameter of:
S gH 32.2 x 144 x 20ft .(C.19)
D '2N-2 V X2 x 50rps2 x 0.18
It is to be noted that the modified design is more compact and operates at higher speed,
which is in conformity with the higher specific speed. The flow meridional velocity at the
mean hydraulic diameter is 31.5 ft/s. The linear velocity of the impeller blade there is 63
ft/s.
C.3.4. Modified impeller dimensions. The new hub ratio is estimated using Eq.5.35 in
Reference [44]:
Ns = 6830 1+ = 0.36 (C.20)
The resulting impeller hub and outer diameters are equal to 2.3 and 6.3 inches respectively.
C.3.5. Modified impeller blading. With eight blades and spacing-blade chord ratio of 0.4,
the dimensions of the impeller passage are :
Vane spacing : 1.8 in
Vane chordlength : 4.6 in
Munk's method, as described in Reference [44] was used to design the modified impeller blade
section. This produced a NACA 2304 section with a stagger angle of 60 degrees.
C.3.6. Modified stator blading. With eight blades and spacing-blade chord ratio of 0.4, the
dimensions of the stator passage are :
Vane spacing : 1.8 in
Vane chordlength : 4.6 in
As per §C.2, an 4% thick Eppler blade section [15] at 12 degrees stagger angle is selected for
the stator; based on laminar 2-D Navier-Stokes calculations at the mean hydraulic diameter.
It is to be noted that, in all calculations, the physical dimensions will be normalized by
the axial component of the stator blade chord, i.e. by 4.6 x cos 120 = 4.5 inches. All velocities
will be normalized by the meridional flow velocity at the mean diameter, i.e. by 31.5 ft/s.
For water (v=1.1E-5 ft2/s at 20 C*), the corresponding stator blade Reynolds number is
equal to 1,070,000 at the mean diameter.
C.4. Wake characteristics
A 1.00 inch impeller-stator gap has been selected in the modified design. As the inlet
boundary of the computational domain has been placed at 0.12 non-dimensional distance
units in front of the leading edge (.55 in), it is necessary to estimate the rotor wake thickness
and velocity defect at 0.45 inches past the rotor blade trailing edge.
The Reynolds number of the impeller blade section at the mean diameter is 2,500,000.
The NACA 2304 section at 3.6 degrees incidence with respect to the relative inflow, has an
estimated drag coefficient of 0.07. Using Eq.(2.58), the velocity defect is estimated to be
A = 2.42V 2.42V'7 = 0.763 (C.21)
2zi/cr + 0.6 2 x 0.45in/4.6in + 0.6
In the study, a rounded value of 0.75 is used for the velocity defect. The characteristic wake
half-width is then given by Eq.(2.59) :
6 c_ 2 CD;S-r 2Di - 0.27in (C.22)2 2 Cr
The corresponding non-dimensional wake width is 0.12 (12% of the stator blade chord). In
the interaction study, a rounded value of 0.1 is used, which corresponds to a wake thickness
parameter B equal to 1,500 (Eq.2.57).
m
Appendix D
Pressure Disturbances
D.1. Leading edge high-pressure pulse
The largest total velocity in the wake (before interception) is given by Eq.(2.62) for y = 0
vW = (1 - A)Uoo tan 0 + AV
The static pressure in the wake before interception is approximately equal to the static
pressure far upstream (the wake is a force-free vortex sheet). At the moment of interception,
the above velocity is converted into static pressure along a streamline centered in the wake.
Using Bernoulli's equation, the peak in static pressure thereby produced is :
P+ = Poo + u , (D.2)
The corresponding pressure coefficient is, by definition :
C+ = 2 (Pa - Poo) (D.3)p,maz pU.
Substitution of Eq.(F.1) into Eq.(F.3), yields
Cpmaz = c- A 2 + 2A(1 - A) tan OV + A2V2 (D.4)
This formula neglects the viscous decay of the wake before interception and the unsteady
flow effects represented by the term 8c/at. The resulting discrepancy between Eq.(D.4) and
the Navier-Stokes calculations is negligible in the present case, where the inlet boundary is
close to the leading edge.
Examination of the vorticity contours in Figure 3.11 indicates that the disturbance vorticity
inside a B-vortex is distributed linearly. Let (r, 0) be a cylindrical coordinate system with
origin in the vortex center; and let 0 = 0 be the line pointing in the chordwise direction.
Within the B-vortex, the disturbance vorticity profile may be approximated by
w= 1-- (D.5)
where w, is the peak value of the disturbance vorticity, occurring at the center of the vortex,
and a is the distance at which the disturbance vorticity becomes unobservable (i.e. of the
same order as the base flow vorticity). As shown in Figure 3.10, the disturbance velocity i
due to the vortex is almost entirely in the 0 direction. Therefore, it can be approximately
computed from
eO = fwdr = wmr 2ar (D.6)
Figure 3.17a indicates that the pressure gradient is strongest along the line 0 = 0 (in the
streamwise direction), and almost non-existent along the line 0 = lr/2 (in the normal direction
to the surface). This is due to the flat shape of the B-vortex. Neglecting the unsteady effects
associated with the motion of the vortex, the equilibrium condition for a fluid element lying
on the line 0 = 0 can be written as :
dp = 
_ (D.7)dr r
Integrating this equation along the line 0 = 0, yields the pressure difference between the
center of the B-vortex and the undisturbed flow immediately outside :
p(ab) - p(O) = pw2a2 (D.8)48
where ab is the half-width of the B-vortex (along the 0 = 0 line). Examination of the pressure
contours in Figure 3.16a reveals that this difference is approximately equal to the peak-to-
peak amplitude of the low-pressure disturbances on the suction surface. It is convenient to
express the pressure difference in terms of pressure coefficient:
(AC ) = p(ab) - p(O) = a2 (D.9)(ac)ss 1/2pU 24 mab
For the typical B-vortex shown in Figure 3.11, w,m 30 non-dimensional units; and ab s 0.04
chords. These values correspond to a disturbance peak-to-peak amplitude of:
(ACp),s = 0.65 (D.10)
D.2. Suction surface low-pressure disturbance
The circulation of the B-vortex may be defined as :
rB = f dA = oaj (D.11)
where the effects of the flat vortex geometry have been neglected. Insertion of this equation
into Eq.(D.9) yields :
(AC) =24 (D.12)
For the above B-vortex, rB s 0.05. The last equation involves the vortex circulation instead
of the maximum vorticity; and is thus more appropriate from a physical point of view.
D.3. Pressure surface high-pressure disturbance
The high pressure region on the pressure surface is due to a stagnation of the disturbance
flow produced by the wake vortices. The difference between the pressure in the stagnation
region p, and the pressure outside the stagnation region Po, can be computed using Bernoulli's
equation. This equation is applied along along the streamline containing the disturbance flow
stagnation point, giving :
1 1
p. + pU = Po+ -p(+ fi)2  (D.13)2 2
where the unsteady and viscous effects have been neglected. As shown in Figure 3.17a, this
pressure difference is approximately equal to the peak amplitude of the positive pressure
disturbance, written here as:
2(AC•,)+S • iu + ii. U (D.14)
For the case of disturbance flow produced by a vortex pair, ui and V are nearly at right
angles and the second term may be dropped. From the computed data, it appears that the
distance between the wake vortex and the pressure surface is larger than the vortex core.
For this reason, the disturbance velocity will be estimated using the inviscid Biot-Savart law
rw (D.5)ii = 2 x b, 2(D.15)
2 =2d,
where bw is a geometrical factor and d, is the distance between the wake vortices and the
pressure surface. With this, the amplitude of the positive pressure disturbance is given by :
(AC,), b.rw 2 (D.16)
Appendix E
Glossary and Unsteady Flow
Metrics
E.1. Glossary
Unsteadiness : The quantitative amount of fluctuations in the flowfield variables, in the
blade loading and in the discharged fluid produced by the incoming rotor wakes.
Steady Flow : Implicitly, the computed flow in the stator in absence of rotor wakes.
Unsteady Flow : Implicitly, the computed flow in the stator in presence of rotor wakes.
Disturbance Flowfleld : The flowfield obtained by subtracting the steady flow that would
exist in absence of rotor wakes, from the unsteady calculated flowfield. Plots of the distur-
bance flowfield are particularly useful, because they clearly show the evolution of the rotor
wakes and the unsteady flow features.
Time period : The time period implicitly used in the following is the time between the
passing of two rotor wakes, given by :
S, 2_2P
T= 2.P (E.1)v Nn
In all unsteady calculations to date, the dominant frequency is the wake passing frequency,
although multiples thereof are observed in the leading edge region. This is due to the short-
duration, intense L.E. pressure pulse upon wake interception.
E.2. Time-mean distributions
For a deterministic unsteadiness, the time-mean distribution of the stator blade (pres-
sure) loading along the chord is computed as :
O ) = + Cp,(, t)dt (E.2)
This distribution is computed separately over the suction and pressure surfaces. It is to be
noted that the pressure coefficient is computed using the averaged value of static pressure
along the inflow boundary and the axial velocity far upstream the stator :
C(,t) = 2(p(,t) ) - oo) 2(p(,,y,, t) - oo) (E.3)pU2 
,
E.3. RMS distributions
For a deterministic unsteadiness, the RMS distribution of the stator blade (pressure)
loading along the chord is computed as :
4(8) = V L (Cp(8,t) - Cp(s))dt (E.4)
This distribution is computed separately over the suction and pressure surfaces. In addition,
the RMS distribution of the flow vorticity across a vertical plane passing through the stator
blade trailing edge plane is used :
(yo) = (t+Tw(xo, yo, t) - ýC(xo, ,o))dt (E.5)
E.4. Spectral Distributions
The amplitude spectrum is the ensemble of coefficients in the timewise Fourier series
expansion of some flowfield variable at a given point. For instance, the amplitude spectrum
distribution of the blade loading along the chord is defined as:
t+T C,(s, t)e2ikr/Tdt (E.6)Ck(8) = t+T (E.6)
The amplitude spectrum distribution of the vorticity fluctuation on the trailing edge plane
is also defined as :
1 t+T
k (Yo) = Wot w(o, t)e2 ikrt/Tdt (E.7)
E.6. Global unsteadiness indexes
A global un8teadiness index is the space integral of a given RMS distribution over a
specified region of the computational domain. The global unsteadiness index provides a
rough but simple metric for the intensity of the fluctuations in this region. It is useful
for rapid comparisons and as a constraint in the flow control optimization programs. The
following global unsteadiness indexes are used :
(1) Pressure unsteadiness index on the suction surface :
4,SS = 1f• 4,ss (,)da (E.8)
(2) Pressure unsteadiness index on the pressure surface :
4,ps = 1 4p,Ps(s)ds (E.9)
(3) Discharge plane unsteadiness index over the suction surface :
2 fyt.+0.SS
Wss = - f G(yo)dyo (E.10)
(4) Discharge plane unsteadiness index over the pressure surface :
PS = -2 •G(yo)dyo (E.11)
(4) Discharge plane unsteadiness index local to the trailing edge surface :
1 r te+6
WTE = - J Yt6 (yo)dyo (E.12)26 't. -6
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Fig.4.6g. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to + 0.6T, showing the production of a
B-vortex at the leading edge.
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Fig.4.15. Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage computed with the eddy
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Fig.5.1a. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to from linearized calculations with lami-
nar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.1b. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to+0.2T from linearized calculations with
laminar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.1c. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to+ 0.4T from linearized calculations with
laminar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.ld. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to+ 0.6T from linearized calculations with
laminar base flow at Re= 10,000.
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Fig.5.1e. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to+ 0.8T from linearized calculations with
laminar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.2a. Disturbance vorticity contours in the passage at time t o, showing the absence of
wake migration and wake vortices. Linearized calculations with a laminar base
flow at Re= 10,000.
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Fig.5.2b. Disturbance vorticity contours in the passage at time to + 0.6T, showing the
absence of wake migration and wake vortices. Linearized calculations with a
laminar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.3a. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to from the linearized
calculations with a laminar base flow at Re= 10,000.
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Fig.5.3b. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to + 0.6T from the
linearized calculations with a laminar base flow at Re=10,000.
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Fig.5.4a. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to. Linearized calculations with turbulent
base flow at Re= 1,000,000.
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Fig.5.4b. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to + 0.2T. Linearized calculations with
turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.4c. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to + 0.4T. Linearized calculations with
turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.4d. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to + 0.6T. Linearized calculations with
turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.4e. Disturbance vorticity contours at time to + 0.8T. Linearized calculations with
turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.6a. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to from the linearized
calculations with a turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.6b. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to + 0.6T from the
linearized calculations with a turbulent base flow at Re=1,000,000.
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Fig.5.8b. Steady inviscid flow velocity vectors in the leading edge region. Calculations
using PCPANNEL code (McFarland [32]). Note the absence of vortical B.S.
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Steady static pressure distribution in inviscid flow. Calculations using PCPAN-
NEL code (McFarland [321).
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Fig.5.11 Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to from the linearized
calculations with an inviscid base flow.
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Fig.5.12. Distribution of the static pressure RMS on the blade surface from the linearized
calculations with an inviscid base flow; showing flat, low RMS levels mainly due
to potential effects.
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Fig.6.2a. Disturbance vorticity contours in the passage at time to + 0.6T from a re-
calculated baseline flow with the 262 elements grid.
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Fig.6.2b. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to + 0.6T from a re-
calculated baseline flow with the 262 elements grid
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Fig.6.2c. Distribution of the static pressure RMS on the blade surface from a re-calculated
baseline flow with the 262 elements grid.
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Fig.6.3. Computed velocity contours in the absence of wakes, for the case of 30 degrees
inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.4. Static pressure distribution in the absence of wakes, for the case of 30 degrees
inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.6a. Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to, showing a vortex
street of counter-rotating B- and P-vortices. Laminar calculation with 30 degrees
inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.6b. Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passal
a vortex street of counter-rotating B- and P-vortic
30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.7a. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edgi
calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loadii
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Fig.6.7b. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to+0.3T. Lam-
inar calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (hiah loadini case).
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Fig.6.7c. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to+0.5T. Lam-
inar calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.7e. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to + 1.1T. Lam-
inar calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.7f. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to + 1.2T. Lam-
inar calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.7g. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to + 1.3T. Lam-
inar calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.8a. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to. Laminar calculation
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Fig.6.8b. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to + 0.6T. Laminar
calculation with 30 degrees inlet angle (high loading case).
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Fig.6.10. Computed velocity contours in the absence of wakes, for the case of 20 degrees
inlet angle (low loading case).
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Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to + 0.6T. Laminar
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Fig.6.16. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to. Laminar calculation
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Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to + 0.2, showing a
vortex street of counter-rotating B- and P-vortices and the production of a strong
B-vortex at the leading edge. Laminar calculation with 20% wake thickness.
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Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to + 0.6T. Laminar
calculation with 20% wake thickness.
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Fig.6.19b. Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to+0.8T. Lam-
inar calculation with 20% wake thickness.
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Disturbance vorticity contours in the leading edge region at time to + 1.2T; show-
ing distortion and detachment of the Pl-region by the B-vortex, leading to a large
P-vortex. Laminar calculation with 20% wake thickness.
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Fig.6.20a. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to. Laminar calculation
with 20% wake thickness.
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Fig.6.21. Distribution of the static pressure RMS on the blade surface from the calculation
with 20% wake thickness.
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Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to + 0.2T showing
the production of a B-vortex at the L.E., and a B/P-vortex street over the aft
part of the blade. Laminar calculation with a reduced wake frequency of 2.5.
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Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to + 0.4T. Laminar
calculation with a reduced wake frequency of 2.5.
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c. Disturbance vorticity contours in the stator passage at time to + 0.6T showing
the detachment of the P1-region by a strong B-vortex, and its evolution into a
P-vortex. Laminar calculation with a reduced wake frequency of 2.5.
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Fig.6.26b. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface
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.29a. Static pressure distribution on the blade surface at time to. Laminar calculation
with a reduced wake frequency of 7.5.
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